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CAMBRIDGE CONTEXT

Introduction
Cities today operate in a complex and dynamic environment. Understanding the context,
making strategic decisions and ensuring timely implementation of key deliverables are all
critical elements determining which municipalities will thrive or falter.
The City of Cambridge is in the midst of a significant transformation. Internally, recent changes
to the governance model, the installation of several new and/or enhanced city functions
(related to project management, asset management, organizational development and internal
audit) and the review/reorganization of existing city functions have created an environment
that will help the city achieve its aspiration to move “to the next level”.
Externally, the pressure to provide increased levels of service within the limited revenue
sources available to municipalities, as well as the challenging economic climate and need to
ensure community development is sustainable for those today and tomorrow, all add to this
complexity.
With all of these changes, it is important that city staff, council and members of the public have
a clear understanding of the overall strategic direction that will move the city forward. This
direction must be developed by using a collaborative and consultative approach, with
subsequent implementation being coordinated across all city business units.
The following document outlines some of the relevant background and technical information
that provided the context for the discussion on the future strategic direction for the city.
Further, it outlines all of the engagement activities and resulting feedback that shaped the new
strategic plan - Cambridge Connected: Our Voice, Our Vision (2016-2019).
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Community Profile
Situated on the banks of the Grand and Speed Rivers, Cambridge is a modern, inclusive city with
a rich architectural heritage that provides a window to its past. Economic diversity, natural
beauty, and vibrant culture have helped to make Cambridge the second largest community
within the fast growing Waterloo Region.
Key Features:
• Located centrally within Southern Ontario and a part of Canada’s “Technology
Triangle”, known for a significant critical mass of science and technology based
companies;
• 133,800 (year-end population) with an estimated growth to 173,000 by 2029;
• A strong labour force of 67,225 and a diverse industrial base with over 8100 businesses;
• Affordable lifestyle and high quality of life – more than 100 parks covering 365 hectares
and over 70 kilometres of trails; and
• Numerous organized sporting and leisure activities and a variety of cultural events.
Highlights from the “Community Social Profile Cambridge and North Dumfries” (2013) prepared
by the Social Planning Council of Cambridge and North Dumfries, include:
Demographics:
• From 1991 to 2011, Cambridge experience a population growth rate of 37%;
• In 2011, the most populous age group in the Cambridge was 45-49 group – however,
since 2006, the fastest growing age group is the 65-69 cohort;
• Cambridge has a higher percentage of children aged birth to 14 (19.2 %) than the
national (16.7%) and provincial averages (17%);
• In 2011, the median age was 38 years;
• The population of Cambridge is aging – which is having an effect on the population age
distributions with growing middle aged and senior populations, where women continue
to outlive men;
• Cambridge has a higher growth rate of children birth to six than overall population;
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•

•
•

Lone parent families represent 17.3% of family types (compared to the average of 15.3%
in the rest of Waterloo Region). The majority of lone parent families in Cambridge are
led by women (by a 4:1 ratio);
Cambridge households have 2.6 people on average. There is a rise in smaller households
and more diverse family structures; and
The population in Cambridge is diverse, with 20.2 % of foreign-born residents. The top 5
most common foreign countries of birth are Portugal, United Kingdom, India, Pakistan,
United States.

For the full report, please visit: www.spccnd.org.
History
While the City of Cambridge was officially formed as a new administrative entity on January 1,
1973, the history of this area and its founding community dates to a far earlier period. Made
up of the former communities of Galt, Preston, Hespeler and Blair, the development of this area
was defined by efforts of several ambitious, industrious and community minded settlers. These
individuals were seeking to, and succeeded in, building a future not only for themselves – but
for the many others that came from great distances, through the densely forested landscape, to
arrive in these early communities along the banks of the Grand River.
In 1819, the first Town Meeting was held in the original Settlement of Shade’s Mill (later to be
named Galt) which became the administrative centre for the surrounding area. Settlers from
Scotland were encouraged to make the journey to the new community, though growth was
slow due to the relative isolation of the area as compared with other communities such as
Dundas, Hamilton and Toronto. In 1837, provincial authorities began constructing the DundasWaterloo road (now known as Highway #8), which once completed, greatly improved travel
through the interior of Ontario. This was also a boom for local businesses, who were now able
to more easily access larger markets for the assortment of goods and resources that were
produced locally (such as four, wool, lumber, textiles, and various industrial machinery,
engines, and parts).
Due to the productivity of the many factories that were built, Galt became known as the
“Manchester of Canada”. It was also the largest and most important town in the area until it
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was overtaken by its neighbour to the north (Kitchener, originally Berlin) in the early 20th
century.
During the same period in the first half of the 1800s, growth and development of the
neighbouring communities of Hespeler (also known as New Hope) and Preston was also
underway. The earliest settlers to arrive were from the german speaking Pennsylvanian
Mennonite community. Along with several other early residents, farming, foundries and
several saw and grist mills began to shape the prospects of both communities.
One prominent resident of Preston, and then Hespeler, further contributed to the industrial
strength and social development of the area. Jacob Hespeler, was responsible for the creation
of several industrial operations spanning from distilling, gas production, and textile mills as well
as others. He was also actively involved in the building of several local churches and later in his
life, served to represent the community in the political sphere as well.
The futures of Galt, Preston and Hespeler were further intertwined by the arrival of the Great
Western Railway in 1855 (in Galt) and 1859 (to Preston and Hespeler). While community
leaders in Galt had been major advocates for the branch line from Hamilton to Galt and had
been rewarded by resulting prosperity, deciding the route that would connect Galt to the
community of Guelph – either by going through Hespeler directly, or by travelling first to
Preston and then on to Hespeler to Guelph was a more difficult decision politically. Ultimately,
the route connecting all three towns was selected, thought it highlighted the often competitive
nature of the relationship between the three closely connected communities.
As the 19th century gave way to the 20th, further advances and evolutions in the movement of
goods and people ensured that the strong economic, political and social ties between the three
communities continued. By the 1960s, these relationships became increasingly important as
the provincial government began looking at ways in which municipal governments could
become more effective. In 1966, the provincial government began a review of the “Waterloo
Area Local Government” which was to recommend the future re-vamping of the existing county
structure. In 1970, the process to establish a new Regional Municipality of Waterloo was
underway. As part of this process, the City of Galt would amalgamate with the towns of Preston
and Hespeler to form a single city. When put to the ballot, the name of “Cambridge” was
selected, seen by many as a more neutral option.
4

Governance and Services
In addition to federal and provincial services, Cambridge residents and business receive services
from two levels of local government – the City of Cambridge and the Regional Municipality of
Waterloo (The Region). With the governance structure defined by the framework established
in 1973, the intent is that services of regional scale be delivered by the Region, with local
matters governed by the Area Municipality – City of Cambridge.
Below is a break-out of the general services provided by the City and the Region.
City of Cambridge:
• Local Libraries (Idea Exchange);
• Fire Protection Services;
• Recreation Programs and Facilities and Special Events;
• Parks, Forestry and Cemeteries;
• Economic Development (including employment land and business improvement
associations);
• Planning, Building Permits, By-Law Enforcement and business licensing; and
• Roads, Transportation and Other Infrastructure (including local water distribution,
parking).
Region of Waterloo:
• Public Health and Social Services (including affordable housing);
• Regional Police and Emergency Response Services (paramedics);
• Regional Planning (including environmental and economic development);
• Waste Management and Water/Waste Water Treatment; and
• Regional Transportation (including Waterloo Regional International Airport, Grand River
Transit, ION and regional roads).
Working closely with the regional government, neighbouring area municipalities and other
community partners is an important part of developing and maintaining the high quality of life
found in Cambridge.
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As part of the Region of Waterloo’s 2015-2018 strategic planning process, a statically reliable
telephone survey of 1200 residents of Waterloo Region was performed the Environics Research
Group. This survey focussed on the satisfaction of residents with the quality of life in the
community and with regional services. A cross-tabulation of the results with a focus on
responses from Cambridge residents was also developed. Highlights from this include:
•

•
•
•

•

Cambridge residents are generally happy with life in Waterloo Region. Residents have
good quality of life, and are satisfied with their government’s performance. Most
appreciate the community size and resources, as well as the close-knit community spirit.
Residents feel that Waterloo Region is a good place to live and raise a family, as well as
safe. Those who live in the Region also report a strong sense of belonging to the
community.
Transportation issues are currently top-of-mind for residents, but they are also
concerned about unemployment and taxes.
Residents are willing to pay modest increases in property taxes if it will ensure service
levels are maintained or improved.
Looking to the future, residents want to see their government working to improve the
local economy, while also taking steps to provide community social services to assist
those in need.
Protecting the environment (in particular preserving drinking water) and transportation
(both for drivers and public transit) are also areas that Cambridge residents would like
to see as priorities for their local government.

Regarding services, according to Cambridge residents:
•
•
•
•
•

Roads are safe for drivers and pedestrians, but could use some general maintenance
and increased safety for cyclists.
Access to community social services could be improved.
Promotion and development of the local economy is being handled reasonably well.
They like living in a growing community, but think that the growth could be better
managed.
The Region needs to do more to keep residents informed and provide opportunities
to be involved in the decision making process.
6

To see the full Environics survey results for Cambridge, please visit:
www.cambridge.ca/ourvoiceourvision.
To further augment the results of the ROW’s survey, the City of Cambridge undertook an online
survey in partnership with the Cambridge Chamber of Commerce and Future Strategies Inc.
Over 360 people responded to the survey.
The Top 5 Priorities identified as part of this process were:
1. The citizens want the City to have more influence when decisions are made at a
Regional level that affects the local community.
2. The citizens want the City and Regional priorities to be better aligned and better
coordinated.
3. The citizens want a focus on creating greater opportunities for the youth of the city as
they enter into the job market.
4. The citizens would like to have expanded transportation services.
5. The citizens want to be more engaged in the decision making of the city.
For a full summary of the survey results, please see Appendix D.
Economic Outlook
Cambridge is one of the fastest growing and strongest economic areas in Canada. Over the past
ten years, on average, $244 million has been invested annually in building construction, with
about one third towards the new residential sector. The average annual population growth rate
is just over 1%, while the employment growth over the last census period has been 3%
annually. Over the past five years, the establishment of business has increased 3.4% annually.
Cambridge’s thriving business climate is why many businesses are choosing to locate and
expand here.
Advantageous Location
• Ideal location for “Just in Time” manufacturing due to climate and road transportation;
• Within southern Ontario, the most industrialized area of Canada;
• Strategically located in Canada's Technology Triangle known for it's significant number
of science and technology companies;
• Right on Highway 401 for ready access to markets and major metropolitan areas;
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•
•
•

Within 50 to 130 kms. (30 to 80 miles) of Toronto including the border crossings of
Niagara Falls/Buffalo;
Within 50 minutes of Toronto’s international airport for global travel needs; and
Nestled along the Grand River, a Canadian Heritage River.

Dedicated, Skilled Labour Force
• Within commuting distance of Kitchener, Waterloo, Guelph, Brantford, Mississauga,
Milton, Hamilton and several communities in between; and
• Cambridge has a labour force of 70,050 and the surrounding Region has a workforce of
283,680 including an excellent pool of skilled workers. Over 1/4 of the labour force is
employed in manufacturing.
Diverse Industrial Base
• 10,925 business tenancies of which 551 are manufacturing businesses, and these range
in diversity from traditional textile manufacturing to leading edge science and
technology firms (Toyota Motor Manufacturing Canada, ATS Automation Tooling
Systems Inc., COM DEV International Ltd., Septodont, Loblaw Companies East, Canadian
General Tower, Héroux-Devtek and BWXT Canada Ltd.);
• Strong manufacturing support system through various specialized machine shops,
technology-based services and University-sponsored research opportunities;
• Within larger urban area known as Canada’s Technology Triangle which is recognized for
having a significant critical mass of science and technology based companies; and
• City involvement in industrial land development and community marketing.
Strong Economic Growth
• The economy of Cambridge has experienced strong growth over the past decade in both
output and employment;
• New non-residential construction in 2015 is valued at $33.4 million;
• New residential construction in 2015 is valued at $83.4 million representing 429 housing
starts;
• Toyota Motor Manufacturing Canada is the largest employer in Cambridge with a 3.01
million square foot facility on 400 acres, employing 4,500 people. 2008 marked the 20th
anniversary of production for TMMC, which has increased its production from the initial
8

•

50,000 units in 1988/89, to over 300,000 units (Lexus RX350, Corolla and Matrix
Models). On November 5, 2012 TMMC manufactured its 5,000,000th vehicle; and
The City of Cambridge offers reasonable taxes.

Table 1 - Major Employers in Cambridge (at December 2015)
Company Name
Toyota Motor Manufacturing Canada Inc.
Challenger Motor Freight Inc.
Loblaw Companies Limited
COM DEV International Ltd.
Cambridge Memorial Hospital
Rockwell Automation Canada Control Systems
ATS Automation Tooling Systems Inc.
Corporation of the City of Cambridge
Trade-Mark Industrial Inc.
Frito-Lay Canada
Canadian General-Tower Ltd.
Cowan Insurance Group
Tenneco Cambridge
Aecon Industrial
Grand River Foods
Rimowa
BWXT Canada Ltd.
Centra Industries Inc.
Precision Resource Canada Ltd.
Lone Wolf Real Estate Technologies
Septodont
Process Group Inc.
Gore Mutual Insurance Co.
Tigercat Industries Inc.

Employees
4500
1800
1520
1229
1111
910
750
656
600
550
450
450
450
400
400
400
360
350
350
300
300
275
267
260
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Company Name

Employees

Conestoga College Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning

250

Sutherland-Schultz Ltd.
Eclipse Automation
Cambridge Towel Company Inc.
Traugott Building Contractors Inc.
Arriscraft International
MacDonald Steel Limited
Axiom Millwrighting and Fabrication Inc.
Transfreight Inc.
MacDonald Steel Limited Specialty Products Division
Strite Industries Limited
G & K Services Canada Inc.
Dimplex North America Limited
Kromet International Inc.
Nemcor Incorporated
Moores Tuxedo Distribution Centre
Grober Inc.
Langdon Hall
McArthur Express Inc.
Cambridge Pro Fab Inc.
Innovative Steam Technologies Ltd.
Kissner Group

250
247
240
222
213
203
200
196
185
181
180
175
175
175
170
165
160
160
150
150
150

Cambridge has a total of 10,925 business tenancies as of June 2015. There are 551
manufacturing companies, which is just 6% of the business community.
The number of businesses in Cambridge has grown 11.9% over the last 5 years from the 2010
number of 7,300 businesses. Small businesses (with 9 or fewer employees) employ about 66%
of the labour force as detailed in Table 2.
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Table 2 -Distribution of Establishments by Employee Size
Number of
Employees
1 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 19
20 to 49

Number of
Establishments
1928
837
551
405
130
50 to 99
100 to 199
68
200 to 499
32
500 plus
16
Indeterminate
4207
TOTAL
8,174
(Source: Statistics Canada, June 2014)

% of Known
(3,727)
49%
21%
14%
10%
3%
2%
1%
<1%

Construction Activity
Economic performance is also reflected in construction activity. Building Permit construction
values reflect this activity and are summarized in the table below. The figures show a healthy
balance of activity and solid growth in all four sectors. The average annual construction value
activity of over the past ten years is $244 million.
Table 3 -Building Permit Construction Values by Sector ($ Millions)
Year
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006

Industrial Commercial Institutional Residential
15.5
43.6
16.7
15.4
140.1
85.3
59.7
33.3
55.3
53.3

6.0
18.5
11.5
28.1
30.8
20.8
20.1
39.1
30.6
61.8

25.7
156.9
9.9
46.9
53.9
74.5
13.8
6.9
3.6
1.7

83.4
94.0
83.2
65.4
88.2
110.7
164.9
117.5
40.4
101.8

Misc.
68.7
52.5
30.9
24.0
20.4
36.4
18.5
23.3
18.5
29.7

Total
185.7
365.5
152.4
179.9
333.5
327.7
277.1
220.1
148.4
248.3
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Industrial Land Sales
The City of Cambridge is actively involved in promoting industrial growth through the
development of industrial subdivisions and the sale of land. During the 1980’s, approximately
370 acres of industrial land were sold, and in 1986 the Toyota Motor Manufacturing
Corporation purchased 377 acres privately.
In the 1990’s, 245 acres of city-owned land were sold for industrial development, and from
2000 onwards over 595 acres have been sold.
For more information, please see the City of Cambridge Community Profile and 2015 Business
and Industrial Directory available at: www.cambridge.ca.
Waterloo Region Economic Development Strategy
In December 2014, the Region of Waterloo, in partnership with all of the seven area
municipalities released the “Waterloo Region Economic Development Strategy” prepared by
Malone Given Parsons Ltd. This strategy included a review of the strategic context, including an
overview of the regional economy of which Cambridge is a part. Highlights from this review
include the following:
•

•

•

Waterloo Region is a strong, growing community. It has unique cultural attributes that
enable it to benefit from its proximity to the Toronto regional economy, without being
overwhelmed by its urban neighbours to the east. Its proximity to Toronto provides
important economic and transportation linkages and an easy access to potential
markets beyond Canada.
Waterloo Region boasts one of the most dynamic and diverse economies in North
America. The region’s economy encompasses high-tech industries, automobile
manufacturing, advanced manufacturing and a wide range of business.
Waterloo Region Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for 2012 was approximately 25.2
billion dollars. Further, the Conference Board of Canada predicts Waterloo Region’s
GDP growth rate to exceed that of Ontario’s over the period 2014 to 2017 – however,
the region’s GDP is expected to fall from 3rd place nationally in 2012 to 11th place during
the same three year period.
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•

•
•

•

Jobs in the manufacturing category are a dominant factor, employing almost 20% of the
workforce in the region. Retail Trade employs approximately 12%, while Health Care
and Social Assistance as well as Educational services employed about 9% each.
Housing prices in Waterloo Region are generally less expensive than those of competing
urban areas in the Greater Golden Horseshoe.
Workforce commuting plays an important role in the economy of the Waterloo Region,
although inbound and outbound commuting is in an approximate balance. Of the
people who commute into Waterloo Region, the majority commute from neighbouring
Wellington County, Brant County, Oxford County, Hamilton and Perth County. Those
commuting out of Waterloo Region for work, are primarily destined for jobs in
Wellington County, Peel Region, Halton Region, Toronto, and Hamilton.
Cambridge has the highest percentage of all inbound commuters coming to Waterloo
Region for work (approximately 35%). It also has the highest percentage of outbound
commuters (approximately 42%).

For more information on the Waterloo Regional Economic Development Strategy, please visit:
www.wredc.ca.
Summary
While the information outlined above provides an important context for the development of
the strategic plan, it should be noted that the final plan was developed by focusing on the
issues important to the community. While staff was able to identify the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats that emerged, the community was not asked to provide input based
on a pre-determined set of parameters of economic, social, environmental, cultural indicators.
More information on the process and community consultation process can be found in the
following chapters.
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2

STRATEGIC PLANNING INTRODUCTION

Project Background and Purpose
The City of Cambridge received approval from Council on February 17, 2015 to develop a new
strategic plan for the City entitled “Cambridge Connected: Our Voice, Our Vision”. The
strategic plan will provide a new framework that will help set the stage for decision making,
priority setting and ongoing performance management. This strategic plan reflects the
collective vision of the whole community and will connect this vision with the short, medium
and longer term actions of Council and City staff over the next several years. Throughout the
course of the project, nearly 1,500 Cambridge residents took the time to participate and
provide their input into the City’s new strategic plan.
Our voice, Our vision:
•
Was developed by listening to the voice of the people who live, work, play and learn in
Cambridge;
•
Will connect the community's vision and goals with the corporate mission, values and
actions of the City; and
•
Will guide decision-making, help direct tax dollars to community priorities, and allow the
community to measure progress.

The strategic planning process included three phases:
• Phase 1 – Connect: Setting the stage and asking: “Where are we now?”
• Phase 2 – Collaborate: Identifying the potential and asking: “Where do we want to go as
a community?”
14

•

Phase 3 – Create: Making choices and asking: “How are we going to move forward as a
community?”

The project’s community engagement program was designed to provide a variety of
stakeholders, including the community, council and corporations, with the opportunity to
outline their vision and priorities for the City. By effectively engaging these three stakeholder
groups, the City was able to develop a new strategic plan framework that reflects Cambridge’s
unique needs. This report provides a description of the Stakeholder and Community
Engagement Program, as well as a summary of the feedback received from the consultation
activities that were undertaken.
Phase 1 “Connect” - Setting the Stage
The purpose of Phase 1 was to set the stage for the new strategic planning process with
members of council, staff and the broader community. The objective was to introduce the
concept of strategic planning and hear about the community’s vision and priorities for the City
of Cambridge. The questions addressed during this phase included:
1.
2.
3.

What does Cambridge mean to you?
What do you love about your Community (Neighbourhood, City, Region)? What
should we showcase about our community?
What changes would make our community better? What are your top 3-5 priorities?

Phase 2 “Collaborate” - Identifying the Potential
The purpose of Phase 2 was to build upon the common threads that emerged in the first phase,
and focus on the generation of ideas for potential goals and actions that the City could include
as part of the plan.
Phase 3 “Create” – Making Choices and Moving Forward
Building on the common threads that emerged in the first two phases, the focus of Phase 3 was
to shape and develop the strategic plan.
Communication and Promotional Tactics
City’s Website - The project website (www.cambridge.ca/ourvoiceourvision) was updated to
serve as a portal for all information and activities relating to the development of the strategic
15

plan. The website includes an overview of the purpose of the strategic plan, information about
consultation events and opportunities to provide feedback.
Media Coverage - Notice of the Public Workshops was published in the Cambridge Times to
encourage broad participation. A combination of radio, television and social media
opportunities were also employed in order to share opportunities for public participation.
Stakeholder Emails – Emails were sent to the City’s stakeholder list of over 900 individuals and
organizations, to participate in the various public engagement opportunities throughout the
project. This list was used for ongoing communication on key milestones.
Social Media - Twitter and Facebook were used as a complementary promotional tactic to the
media coverage/invitations. The project hashtag #ourvoiceourvision was used on all tweets to
promote and track discussion.
Cambridge Connected Video - This video highlighted the opportunity for the community to get
involved in the discussion around the strategic priorities and encouraged them to participate.
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PHASE 1 AND 2 STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
PROGRAM

Phase 1 Engagement Activities
Between April and June 2015, stakeholder and community engagement was facilitated through
eight distinct consultation activities, each designed to obtain feedback from key target
stakeholder groups. The activities are described below.
Public Workshops
Three public workshops were held between April 29th and May 7th to introduce the strategic
planning process and provide the community with the opportunity to share their thoughts on
the future of the City. The dates and locations of the meetings are outlined below.
16

Wednesday April 29, 2015
Cambridge City Hall
(Bowman Room)
50 Dickson Street,
Cambridge ON N1R 5W8

Monday May 4, 2015
Hespeler Memorial Arena
(Beehive Hall)
640 Ellis Road West,
Cambridge ON N3C 4K1

Thursday May 7, 2015
Preston Auditorium
(Banquet Hall)
1458 Hamilton Street,
Cambridge ON N3H 3G5

Schedule:
5:00 pm – Open House
6:30 pm - Presentation
7:00 to 9:00 pm – Workshop

Schedule:
5:00 pm – Open House
6:30 pm - Presentation
7:00 to 9:00 pm – Workshop

Schedule:
1:00 pm – Open House
1:30 pm - Presentation
2:00 to 4:00 pm – Workshop

Each public workshop began with a drop-in open house providing participants with the
opportunity to review informational display boards and ask the project team questions. A
presentation on the Region of Waterloo Strategic Plan was given by Lorie Fioze, Manager of
Strategic Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Region of Waterloo. Following the Region’s
presentation, Brooke Lambert, Director of Corporate Strategy introduced the City of
Cambridge’s Strategic Plan. Participants were provided with an opportunity to ask questions of
clarification.
Participants spent the remainder of the workshop having small-group discussions. They were
encouraged to write their responses to the three questions posed to them on post-it notes.
Over 110 members of the public attended the three workshops and provided their feedback.
Please see Appendix A for the discussion notes from these sessions.
High School Outreach
In order to ensure that people of all ages could participate, a specific outreach effort was made
to the local high schools. From June 2nd to 11th, staff visited seven high schools, where students
were asked to share their thoughts on the questions above. More than 600 students
participated, providing in excess of 1,700 comments.
Schools included:
• Monsignor Doyle;
• St Benedicts;
• Southwood;
• Jacob Hespeler
17

•
•
•

Preston,
Glenview Park; and
Galt Collegiate Institute.

Please see Appendix B for the notes from these sessions. Full consolidated feedback from
Phase 1 is provided in Appendix C.
Phase 2 Engagement Activities
In July 2015, Phase 2 of the Strategic Plan was launched. This phase included an extensive
outreach to each of the key stakeholder groups identified (the community, staff and members
of council). Building on the common threads that emerged in the first phase, the focus was to
generate ideas on potential goals and actions that the City could include as part of the plan.
Phase 2 engagement activities are described below.
Online Engagement
The City’s project website was used throughout the project to enable online participation. In
addition to acting as a portal for information about the project, the website directed viewers to
join the conversation by completing an online survey.

The online survey asked participants to provide their thoughts on what Cambridge means to
them and identify the priority areas and actions they would like to see the City take. The online
survey tool included some interactive components that allowed individuals to gauge how their
own responses compared with others in the community. As of September 25, 2015 over 360
individuals completed the survey with over 3000 thousand comments, thoughts, ideas and
suggestions generated. Staff reviewed this feedback and organized the information by themes
that emerged as part of the consultation overall. The feedback received through the survey will
be critical to helping develop the overall strategic planning framework as well as the
subsequent business planning that will take place.
Please see Appendix D for a summary of the responses.
18

Intercept Surveys
In an effort to broaden their engagement efforts, staff attended four key community events
and asked attendees to complete a comment card with their responses to the three discussion
questions. Over 230 comment cards were completed at the following events:
•
•
•
•

Celebration of the Arts & Cambridge Arts Festival (June 19/20);
Forbes Park Festival (July 4);
Highland Games (July 18); and
Rock the Mill (August 22).

Please see Appendix E for a summary of the responses.
Comment Boards
Staff brought comment boards with them to the above events and also displayed them at City
Hall. This allowed residents another opportunity to provide feedback to the discussion
questions. In total, 127 comments were received via this engagement approach.
Please see Appendix F for a summary of the responses.

4

SUMMARY OF PHASE 1 AND 2 PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK

Key Highlights
Three primary questions were asked of community members during consultation for the first
two phases:
1.
2.
3.

What does Cambridge mean to you?
What do you love about your Community (Neighbourhood, City, Region)? What
should we showcase about our community?
What changes would make our community better? What are your top 3-5 priorities?

The project team received community feedback through several different methods, including:
workshop discussions, individual “post-it note” submissions (over 1250 from the Phase 1
workshops alone), completion of online surveys, submission of feedback forms and direct
responses to intercept surveys. Seven themes emerged through the community engagement
efforts:
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 Community Wellbeing
 Environment and Rivers
 Arts, Culture, Heritage and
Architecture
 Parks and Recreation

 Governance and Leadership
 Transportation and Infrastructure
 Economic Development and Tourism

A high-level summary of the community feedback collected during both Phases 1 and 2 is
provided below and organized by theme according to the three questions above. Detailed
feedback is provided in the appendices attached to this report.
Question #1: What does Cambridge mean to you?
Community members shared their thoughts on what the City of Cambridge means to them.
There were several consistent messages communicated when asked this question, including:
appreciation for the city’s people, natural environment, parks, recreational facilities, history,
architecture, location and wide range of services offered. Participants also outlined
opportunities for improvement, such as: preservation of the natural environment and historic
character of the City, improvements to the transportation network and aging infrastructure and
more transparency, openness and communication between the local municipality and the
residents, and the Region of Waterloo and City of Cambridge. A summary of responses to this
question within the seven themes is presented below.
 Community Wellbeing. This included references to the strong links between family,
friends and home, a diverse and aging population, safety, strong neighbourhoods with a
small town feel, and key educational institutions. Also of note under this theme was the
comment that the community is sometimes divided and split along historic boundaries.
 Environment and Rivers. The Grand and Speed Rivers are a defining element of this
community. Many commented that Cambridge is lucky to have these beautiful assets
which provide a wealth of recreational opportunities – although we may have to do a
better job making the most of them. The need to protect environmentally sensitive
areas, waterways, and wildlife was also highlighted.
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 Arts, Culture, Heritage and Architecture. Many in the community mentioned the great
theatres, library system, festivals and events that are held in the City. Of note was the
Mayor’s Celebration of Arts, UnSilent Night, the Dunfield Theatre and Christmas in the
Cambridge. Cambridge is thought of as an artistic community and has a lot to offer
families and visitors. A strong theme also emerged related to the heritage and
architecture that can be found throughout Cambridge. The many heritage buildings,
neighbourhoods, historic churches (and their steeples) are a special asset that this
community recognizes and values. There was some concern that this heritage could be
fading and there needs to be an effort made to retain the original roots of the
communities while moving forward together as a city.
 Parks and Recreation. There are a wide range of stellar recreational opportunities
available in the City. Participants made mention of the various green spaces; parks;
recreational facilities, programs and services; as well as sports clubs and community
gardens.
 Governance and Leadership. The way in which the community is governed was a
subject that garnered much discussion. Comments ranged from the concern regarding
the relationship between the Region and City in terms of decision-making and authority,
to how some residents feel that City Hall is not open or transparent. There is a definite
view that Cambridge residents feel disengaged from the regional level of government
and that the community is not part of the Waterloo Region.
 Transportation and Infrastructure. A range of services were identified by participants as
both positive attributes and as areas where there are opportunities for improvement.
Participants noted good medical facilities and effective transportation as positives while
outlining traffic congestion, aging infrastructure and the lack of a connected transit
system as concerns.
 Economic Development and Tourism. Cambridge has a vibrant economy that is
financially competitive, affordable, and forward thinking - characterized by progress and
innovation. There is, however, an acknowledgement that some industries are fading and
there is a need to expand the economic base. It was suggested that the City should
better support the high-tech industry and encourage more brownfield and greyfield
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initiatives. The central location of Cambridge and the convenience this affords to access
other parts of the province and the US borders was one of the main benefits mentioned.
Cambridge is the gateway to Waterloo Region and has both an urban and small town
feel. While its proximity to Toronto can be beneficial, there is also a concern that we
could be becoming bedroom community of commuters. While there is significant
tourism potential, there was some thought that there is little night life for the youth.
Question #2: What do you love about your community?
Community members highlighted the characteristics of their community that they love.
Cambridge residents take pride in their unique neighbourhoods and feel a strong connection to
the natural environment and the opportunities provided by these resources. Additionally, the
seasonal and year-round cultural experiences offered by the City are regarded highly by the
community. A summary of responses to this question within the seven themes is presented
below.
 Community Wellbeing. This included reference to the great people that reside in
Cambridge and the diverse culture, services and housing available to the community.
Many respondents noted that they feel safe in Cambridge and value their pedestrianfriendly and unique neighbourhoods.
 Environment and Rivers. Community members often cited Cambridge’s natural heritage
as something they truly love about their City. The Cambridge is home to vast array of
conservation areas, including: woodlands; rivers; dams; and trails. Residents recognize
these areas as important features of the community. These areas provide habitat and
corridors for wildlife, support a variety of recreational activities and provide important
ecological functions.
 Arts, Culture, Heritage and Architecture. Community members overwhelming shared
their love for the art, culture and architecture that characterizes the City of Cambridge.
Many made mention to a number of art and cultural hubs in the City, including the
Cambridge Arts Theatre, Dunfield Theatre, Fashion History Museum, Queens Square and
School of Architecture. The many festivals and events held in Cambridge were also
recognized by the residents as important aspects of the community. The Cambridge Live
Music Festival, Mill Race Festival, Mayor’s Celebration of the Arts, Unsilent Night,
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Candyland event, Cookies & Kids, Fall Fair, Riverfest, Santa Claus Parade and Holiday
Train were all identified as special community and tourist events.
An appreciation city’s history and its heritage buildings again shone through in people’s
responses. Architecture and the University of Waterloo’s Architecture campus are also
something that people value about Cambridge.
 Parks and Recreation. Recreational programs, services and facilities are something that
residents demonstrated an appreciation for in their responses to this question. Parks
and trails also proved to be amenities of great importance to Cambridge residents.
 Governance and Leadership. During engagement activities, residents expressed an
appreciation that the City was taking time to listen to their opinions.
 Economic Development and Tourism. Cambridge has a vibrant and diverse economy.
The local economy services the community with a variety of restaurants, cafés, and
shops. As identified by many members of the community, the City of Cambridge is
centrally located as the entranceway to the Region of Waterloo. The City is easily
accessible by Highway 401 and is only a short trip away from the City of Toronto and
other Greater Toronto Area cities. Particular mention was given to the following streets
and nodes within Cambridge: Downtown Galt, Avenue Road, Blair Road, Dickson Hill,
and Can-Amera Parkway.
Question #3: What changes would make your community better?
Members of the community identified a number of other changes that should be made to
improve the community. A summary of responses to this question within the seven themes is
presented below.
 Community Wellbeing. Inclusion was identified as a top priority of residents.
Community members want to live in a City that is accessible, affordable and equitable.
Youth at local high schools identified a need for places for youth to go and more
activities for them to do. To achieve this, it is recommended that the City address social
issues and provide more support to youth, seniors and social services/volunteers.
Festivals, events, and community activities were all a recurring response to this
question.
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 Arts, Culture, Heritage and Architecture. Participants outlined that they would like to
see the City invest more in the arts and the cultural fabric of the community. It was
suggested that the City further promote the arts, build more community/recreation
centres and theatres, improve communication about and accessibility to these services
and encourage more night life in the downtown. To ensure the history of Cambridge is
preserved, participants identified stricter preservation policies and enforcement as a
priority. Community members want to see historical and architecturally significant
buildings preserved and enhanced and the alignment of heritage roads maintained.
 Environment and Rivers There are a number of ecologically significant lands located
within the City of Cambridge and residents want to see these areas protected. It was
emphasized by participants that there needs to be a focus on protection, not mitigation,
and actually enforcing and monitoring the protection of these areas. Participants
recognize these lands as important resources, not only for outdoor recreation, but also
for the many ecological services they provide. It was also suggested that the Greenbelt
boundary be expanded to include Cambridge. Residents also talked about a desire to
protect the Grand and Speed Rivers.
 Parks and Recreation. Residents spoke of an increase in parks and other open spaces as
something they would like to see. Several participants outlined that they would like the
City to rethink the location of the new recreational/sports complex and ensure that that
existing facilities are well maintained.
 Governance and Leadership. Community members are concerned about the current
regional and local government decision-making processes and perceived lack of
transparency, openness and communication with the public. Participants want the City
and Region to provide meaningfully engagement with everyone in the community
(youth, seniors, newcomers). Of particular interest is the city budget and need for
increased transparency with regard to spending. Participants outlined that there needs
to be a better balance between funding “the needs” versus “the wants”. Additionally, it
was noted that Cambridge should be better represented at the regional level.
 Economic Development and Tourism. Having a downtown that is economically
sustainable and vibrant is a priority of the community. Residents would like to see a
revitalized downtown core with thriving shops, restaurants and small businesses.
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Employment opportunities for all members of the community are important and
ensuring a strong entrepreneurial culture was discussed.
 Transportation and Infrastructure. Improving connections, alleviating traffic congestion
and offering alternate modes of transportation were identified as key priorities for the
community. Although Cambridge is centrally located in close proximity to the rest of the
Region and even the City of Toronto, residents outlined that important transportation
connections are required - such as GO Train service to Toronto, a more coordinated
transit system, LRT, bike lanes and wider sidewalks. It was also noted that the City
should prioritize the maintenance and improvement of existing infrastructure (e.g.,
Hespeler Road).
In Phase 1, several priorities were identified based on the feedback from the workshops:
Top Priorities:
 Sense of belonging
 Single identity: this is Cambridge
 Open accessibility to all community, public
services and environment
 Environmental protection/preservation
 Brownfield clean-up and utilization of land
 Connected post-secondary
schools/institutions in core
neighbourhoods
 Transportation
 Address traffic congestion
 Transportation by-pass

 Government accountability (financial
responsibility and budgeting)
 Open consultation/open government
process
 Communication and engagement
 Governance beyond term of Council
 Change governance of area to reflect more
local input and influence at local level
 Improved decision making through
transparency, communication, public
respect, accountability and end results
 Living wage

These issues were echoed in the subsequent phase with even more detail, including some
potential objectives and actions that could be included as part of the strategic plan. Further, the
online survey was able to identify areas where the community was doing well (based on the
level of importance and satisfaction) and areas where there is room for improvement. Notably,
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the two areas of primary concern related to transportation infrastructure as well as governance
– the same two areas identified in Phase 1.

5

PHASE 3 STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM

Phase 3 Engagement Activities
In October 2015, Phase 3 of the project kicked off, with the focus being to develop and refine
the draft strategic plan. This Phase is presented separately from Phase 1 and 2 as those phases
focused largely on idea generation while this phase focused mostly on refining those ideas.
Included in this phase were the following key activities:
Open Houses
Residents were invited to three open houses between October 27 and November 5, where a
summary of Phase 2 consultation along with the draft vision, mission, goal and objectives were
presented for comment. In total, approximately 25 people attended the open houses. Please
see Appendix G for a summary of the open houses.
Online Consultation
Residents were given the opportunity to provide their input into Phase 3 of the process through
an online survey that mirrored the open houses. This was open from October 26 to November
13. In total, 45 responses to this survey were received. Please see Appendix H for responses to
this survey.
Workshop in a Box
This activity was made available to community groups and other organizations to allow them to
host their own conversation on the strategic plan. In addition, staff attended several meetings
of Advisory Committees to ensure that a wide range of perspectives were heard throughout
this process. 4 groups participated in these workshops (with over 40 participants), including
the Economic Development Advisory Committee, the Accessibility Committee, the Arts and
Culture Advisory Committee and the West Galt Neighbourhood Protection Association. Several
individuals also submitted their feedback related to the surveys. Please see Appendix I for
responses to the workshop questions.
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Staff Engagement
Staff were invited to attend the October 27 open house, a staff session on November 5 and
were invited to join the staff Project Team. Further, staff were given the opportunity to
comment throughout the development of the final version, through the staff Project Team,
Senior Management Team and Corporate Leadership Team .
Council
Throughout Phase 3, staff continued to work with members of City Council to ensure their
feedback was included as part of this process. Staff shared the draft vision, mission, goals and
objectives with Council to get their feedback and any other suggestions related to proposed
action items.
A map of the geographic distribution of a sample of 505 postal codes collected during the
engagement activities can be found in Appendix J.

6

SUMMARY OF PHASE 3 PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK

Vision
The draft vision statement was presented in Phase 3 as follows:
Cambridge will be a place of prosperity and opportunity, where we celebrate our people and
heritage.
The general feedback on the vision was that it was a good statement. However, people felt that
it did not inspire and lacked excitement. They also mentioned that it was very grounded in the
present state. As such, the vision was re-drafted to:
A place for people to prosper - alive with opportunity.
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Mission
The draft mission statement was presented in Phase 3 as follows:
Committed to working together - with respect, integrity, inclusiveness and service - to deliver
exceptional and sustainable programs and services.
Again, as with the vision, it was generally felt by respondents that this was a good statement.
However, there was an underlying message that the statement also lacked excitement and that
it was repetitive by mentioning service twice. As such, the mission was re-drafted to:
Working together.
Committed to our values.
Serving our community.

Goals and Objectives
The general feedback on the draft goals and objectives is that the statements were reflective of
the community and good as presented. Much of the feedback on these components of the draft
strategic plan were potential action items. As such, this feedback has been included in an
“action bank” that includes action ideas as generated in all phases of public consultation. Full
feedback from Phase 3 on the draft vision, mission, goals and objectives can be found in
Appendices G and H.
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APPENDIX A: OPEN HOUSE AND WORKSHOP DISCUSSION NOTES
Open House and Workshop – Cambridge City Hall
Participants: 44
Date: April 29, 2015
Time: 6:30
Presentation
• Q: Difference between strategic plan and official plan?
• Q: Document that doesn’t sit on a shelf- what kind of oversight is there?
• Q: I don’t think I saw anything on the services that related to infrastructure other than
LRT -roads and access• Suggest – map one of the biggest confusion for almost everyone is who owns what
roads – which are city which are region- no one has these answers – and if you ask
anyone they trip up- sewer is the same – clarity around who the region is what it does
how much of it does and put it on a big piece of paper- percentages- get a map and
colour city and region differently. Region doesn’t provide water it provides filtration.
What Municipality do you live in?
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5. More than 20 years
6. Do not live in WR
Top Priorities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living wage
Open consultation,
Traffic problems
Environment
Decision making and accountability
community group support
single identity
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Clicker result:
1. (top two) Single identity and decision making and accountability
2. Open consultation
3. Environment
4. Traffic problems
5. Living Wage
6. Community group support – volunteers to support events
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What changes would make our community better?
• Volunteer support/community support- trails and festivals
• Improve entrance to city- it doesn’t look wonderful- infrastructure changes to make it so
that coming to the community is good
• Clean up Brownfield and utilize properties better- reduce greenhouse gases etc.
• Traffic problems in Cambridge- trying to funnel too much traffic through old coresimprovements to old roads and bypasses to make sure roads are safety and traffic
moves quickly
• Downtown core- keep shops back from the road ways, signs small, greenery around –
avoid turning it into a big commercial monstrosity
• Region has fantastic beautiful spaces- but you don’t see this until you go through ugly
commercial spaces
• Citizen engagement – it is strategically very important to have citizens engage and
citizen voices heard
• Try to develop a single identity for city. This doesn’t mean getting rid of the three
individual identities, but address issues that hold up community spirit- embrace each
other
• Economic development opportunities
• High-tech
• More secondary education
• Transportation - LRT and GO train to Cambridge- and building bypass road(s)
• Heritage and Cultural Development – Revitalizing and maintaining historical centers
• Social policy- need more community support
• Balanced decision making process
• Diversity of housing (Esp. in the cores)
• More interaction with the region – unifying Cambridge and building consensus
• We have lots of great and very diverse natural areas/ features – Grand River, trails, etc.
we need to prioritize Environmental protection – waterways, trees, air- etc.
• Making sure Cambridge is conservation focused, protect the environment
• Improve decision making, accountability, and engagement
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Increase advocacy and engagement – north and east and vision that they have is further
east than west- e.g. who lives out in the newer communities and comes to the core
events/festivals. How do we engage these groups (suburbs)
Focus on important and urgent items-needs first then wants- e.g. public transportation
Build environment- walkability and transportation diversity- Hespeler road is an issue,
it’s an industrial basin, but how do we get there without a car
Community support- support those who need it. Are we a caring community? If so let’s
show it by spending time and resources there
GO train, public transit, LRT etc
Showcase Cambridge to others - it is centrally located to Toronto Stratford Niagara – we
need to be further connected
Social policy – living wage, poverty reduction, Housing, and employment – those who
are hungry and have basic needs that are not being met don’t have energy to engage.
We need to represent them
Open consultation and government process- bring more voices to the table –
community engagement
The only diversity represented here today is Male and Female- How can we engage
others- those besides the white, old, males and females - other ages, cultures, etc.
Q: what is your time line in terms of this process
In the summer it’s hard to hit some of the groups – try not to do consultation in the
summer – sometimes it’s difficult to get engagement
Engagement though events in the summer works
Technology and education in the community- e.g. the tech hub in KW – boasting
industry and technology – Cambridge residents work abroad- Cambridge needs a tech
hub
Q: feedback/implementation -How do results come back to the Community? Where can
we find it?
8 events and dates- rock the mill – kids event go to them! Young families need to be
represented
Go to events, have a box and a bunch of sheets of paper. Ask people to list 5-6 things of
community and put their name on it. Do a draw for prize, like swimming passes for the
family. Young families that are not represented here – go to hockey games, parks etc.
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•
•

•

•

•

•

Why are we doing this right now it’s already 2015- execution time – is a very short time
plan – what about 10 year and 20 year plans?
What are you doing with the Post-Its you collected? There is a lot of information on
those tonight and there’s the collected data through clickers - what are you doing with
all this material?
Given a large part of this exercise involved the Region with respect to transit, roads, etc.
– how does the Region interact with this information? How do we find out what the
Region is doing with this information? Please come back and present it to council here.
The Region needs to present the strategic plan to all municipalities as it will impact us.
Gather input form communities and then feed it back to the community. Coming to
present at council or holding a special meeting to present the plan.
Cambridge has a pattern of writing plans based on consultation/ feedback and not
implementing them. e.g. The heritage plan, the Arts and Culture plans are plans that
were good when developed and then they sit on the shelf and gather dust. How are we
going to implement and integrate today’s ideas? It’s been a discouraging pattern.
Community engagement. Do a speakers corner at events where people talk to a video
camera. Also, Engage youth leaders to lead this activity and make it happen – start with
SAC council- and use social media, make it interesting.
It would be helpful if you share hashtags at beginning of session – we would like to
participate too.

Open House and Workshop - Hespeler Memorial Arena
Participants: 35
Date: May 4, 2015
Time: 6:30

Questions (from audience):
1. How much weight does community engagement play into the plan?
2. LRT rail against. Why ‘we’ did not get a vote? Cambridge resident.
3. Will the strategic plan look at the overall governance of the Region ‘over’ the city of
Cambridge? (So that residents can go to the Province and look at a renegotiation of this
municipal arrangement?)
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4. How are measurement tools used for tracking implementation of strategic items?

Comments from audience
Make sure you talk to citizens before decisions take place; you need to truly involve citizens in
decision making. We are the community – we are Cambridge. You need to gather input in
many ways in order to have the reach. Not everyone has time or ability to attend a public input
session. Need online tools etc. Use Multiple methods and then also come back and report to
the community about what the decision are, and why.

What changes would make our community better? What are your top 3-5 priorities? What is
your top priority? (Individual Group responses)
Group 1
•

•

Natural beauty, heritage, identify, role of post-secondary education plan in the
economy.
o Priority 1 - Attracting post-secondary into the core areas.
Heritage, governance beyond term of council.

Group 2

•

o Priority 1 - Long term plan, implement plan, better communication, encourage
participation, reuse the land we already have, preserve green space. Preserve
heritage.
Give city council input from the bottom up, city can pass it along to the Region. It’s
backwards now. More grassroots input, neighborhood level.

Group 3

•

o Priority 1 - Governance, three cores need neighborhood associations, local
focus, like it was in the old days, get back to local governance.
Tangible items, more green initiatives, trees, waste management, accessibility, lighting,
sidewalks, improve walkability 1.
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Group 4

•

o Priority 1 - Transportation! Make it easier to get across the city, remove trucks
from city centre, everything to do with getting around, through or out of the city.
Transportation, micro-buses, governance, create a Region of Cambridge, healthcare and
education.

Group 5
•

o Priority 1 - Communication and engagement.
Transportation, getting around town, micro-buses, flexible schedules, sharing resources,
getting around town – bypasses so that through traffic does not interfere with local
traffic. Consult with experts, local experts, engagement and collaboration around this
issue.

Group 6
o Priority 1 - Brownfield site remediation – we cannot spread out forever, start
cleaning up contaminated sites for redevelopment. Make these sites available –
engage with other levels of government.

All groups combined TOP priority (using clicker, all groups):
1. Transportation, 2. Brownfield cleanup, 3. Governance.

29%

Transportation.
Brownfield cleanup and utilization of land.
Communication & engagement.
Change governance of area to reflect local input and
influence at local level.
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Comments questions at the end:
• 8-9 years ago, public consultation process, same process, disappointed in result, not
followed through.
• How are you going to respond to the community with the results of this process?
• We value what you are doing, (however) strategic planning on Sports complex issue for
example, lots of planning money, very little execution.
• Time is of the essence - decisions have already been made – what we said tonight does
not matter.
• I vote, I know my councillor; I want to hear back about what you are going to do. Talk to
your councillor.
• We want (you) to go where the people are, go to the associations, reach out to the
people, add a staffer to support this effort. Council should do this too. Bring services
back to the people.
• Engagement – we are not capturing the younger demographic – they have ideas – reach
out to these people, in high school for example.
• Does the strategic plan benchmark against other communities?
• Is our strategic plan overshadowed by the Region’s strategic plan?
How are you feeling today?
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What municipality do you live in?
Cambridge
Kitchener
Waterloo
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Woolwich
Do not live in WR
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Open House and Workshop – Preston Auditorium
Participants: 30
Date: May 7, 2015
Time: 1:30 pm
Presentation
Q: What is the most recent Regional service that has been implemented?
Q: What kind of situation analysis was done in the community before beginning the Strat Plan?
Have things such as income, willingness of citizens to pay taxes, and decreases of citizen income
been taken into context prior to beginning this process? Have recent economic trends been
accounted for to ensure that these plans match what the community needs?
Q (for City of C): Is this the first time that the City of Cambridge has created a Strat Plan? What
happened to the Moving Forward initiatives that were created prior to this? Members of public
did not see enough out of the Moving Forward workshops. These were well attended
workshops and citizens with many backgrounds were at these events. What were the priorities
previously brought up at these past events? Have these issues been acted upon? Achieved?
Ignored? Following the Moving Forward plan, there was very little communication to the public
about what was going on.
Q: At end of this 3 year period, will there be metrics following reported in order to show what
areas fell short and what plans were completed? Can there be a public “rating” system of
success on this plan and how well it was implemented as well as how well things were
changed?
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How long have you lived in this community?
1. Less than 1 year
2. 1 to 5 years
3. 6 to 10 years
4. 11 to 20 years
5. More than 20 years
6. Do not live in WR

33%

29%

25%

What is your top priority for the 2015-2018 Strategic Plan?
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Sense of belonging
Transportation – creation of Bypass
Government accountability (financial responsibility) budgeting
Open accessibility, accountability and environmental protection
g

1.
2.
3.
4.

Workshop Discussion:
• What changes would make the Cambridge community/Region better?
What are your top priorities?
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Sense of belonging group:
• Discussed: poverty, affordable housing and jobs
• Arts and culture works into this sense of belonging through ensuring that these things
are shared with families and the community at large; sharing these things makes
everyone feel welcome
• Poverty issues also come back to a lack of sense of belonging. The community needs to
ensure that everyone feels as though they are able to contribute and be involved in
everything that the community has to offer
Transportation—Bypass group:
• Interested in tackling environmental issues as well as how things work in city
• There is a lot of congestion in Cambridge as well as challenges due to the large urban
area
• Creating a traffic bypass is a tangible manner of mitigating some of these issues and
challenges
• It is important to find a way to move the heavy trucks out of the core areas of the city.
Specifically out of Preston and Galt neighbourhoods.
Accountability group:
• This group also spoke about specificities and were considering talking about the creation
of a bypass
• The main driver for this priority is that from a financial perspective things keep going in
the same direction. Anytime the city needs anything new, it is simply added and citizens
are taxed more.
• Taxes keep increasing, but this cannot happen forever as citizens are already feeling
strain with the stress of being able to pay.
• This idea of accountability is more of a general financial perspective of change and
drives how the government will do business when planning for new developments.
• There needs to be accountability in terms of looking at necessities for the government.
Some things need to be cut, as we cannot keep doing everything for everyone all the
time. One important thing is the bypass, but rather than simply adding this on to the
budget and bringing in higher taxes, the City should zero in on getting rid of some
services that are less important in the long run.
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Open accessibility, accountability, environmental protection group:
• This group agreed that cutting some services is necessary; however there is a need to
ensure that this is not at the cost of environment.
• There is a desired for openness, accountability and community involvement; especially
focusing on the protection of the environment.
• Things need to be made more accessible for all citizens (further adding to this sense of
belonging pointed out). An example of this is better GRT service for those who are
disabled, as this is a large barrier to them.
Other thoughts and discussion:
Environmental Protection:
• Look at the big picture and consider issues of the community and province and country
together. There are other countries that are lacking safe drinking water we need to
work to ensure that this does not happen in Canada. There is a noted lack of concern for
the environment; we need to protect our resources as well as the places that we love.
• Plans cannot so quickly be allowed to make amendments to important things such as
zoning laws and environmental protection agreements. Official plans approved have
been taking away farm lands, taking away drinking water. One example is the
developments happening along the Grand River.
• Drinking water obtained from the Grand River is quite contaminated and has been
causing many large public health issues such as higher cancer rates and birth defects.
• In terms of farmland, it is important to keep the farmland in the community to ensure
future vitality and a constant healthy food supply rather than relying on processed foods
from other places.
• Food, clean water, environment should be the most important things when looking at
building the new Strategic plans.
• The bottom line is that the environment is a driver of other thing in the community and
therefore needs to be the number one issue considered when making plans for the
future. It is important to preserve the environment that we currently have.
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•

•

•
•

There is a need for further protection and enforcement of the environment and species
at risk. There are wetlands in Cambridge that need to be protected from urban sprawl
and poor stormwater management plans.
Habitat for species at risk need protection. Making sure our water is protected at the
source - the priority needs to be placed on environment - development and aggregates
should be secondary.
Amending official plans and zoning bylaws that effectively eat away at our farmland and
natural sources and destroy habitat need to be slowed down and local support from our
city and regional officials to step up and protect.
Protection is not Mitigation...and mitigative measures have proven to have negative
impacts that are detrimental to our well being.
Building in the flood plain. Cambridge has a bylaw that clearly states no development in
the flood plain, and yet, there are always approvals being made to amend bylaws to
allow this to continuously happen. This creates confusion in the public and our future
generations who are being taught about our ecological footprint, but see our
government doing the complete opposite. It creates a very confusing mixed message to
our children. We need to establish a new process that eliminates developers and
aggregates from making demands and controlling the outcome of our cities. Toronto
was one city who started their campaign to eliminate the rights of the OMB from
overruling decisions made for the betterment of their community.

Other:
• The Waterloo community has started to trend towards high rise buildings. Due to the
setup of these buildings houses located behind these large buildings may not have
sufficient sun light. There is a large concern that Cambridge will also begin to build their
high rise buildings in order to intensify the downtown, and this will cause a lack of light.
There should be a limit on how high these buildings are allowed to be, as well as a limit
on the number of high rise developments implemented in Cambridge.
• In regards to the Strat Plans that were in progress in the past: the world is changing.
There is a danger in going with the past plan; do not simply go along with the plans set
out previously that were not acted upon. Rather than recycling the old plan it is
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•
•

•

important to look into the contextual basis in the present and ensure that the new plan
is built upon present issues.
Do not withhold any information from the public and do not delay on putting out
information to the public.
Do not allow staff interpretations of the community feedback to filter in a way in which
the community will not recognize the ideas and concerns that they have raised. Do not
sanitize the feedback and ideas rather present these as given by the community in their
full form. Furthermore, ensure that the wrong information is not sent out to the public.
On the topic of employment and salaries, the public sector is bloated and well-paid.
When taking issues of employment into consideration, ensure that there is not
disconnect between the private and public sector. Do not forget the needs of citizens
who work in the arts, small businesses, those who are self-employed, etc.

Q: How will this information be brought back? How will the community know what is happening
going forward?
Q: Can the schools get involved in this? (e.g. universities, youth, all ages)
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APPENDIX B: SECONDARY STUDENT FEEDBACK
What does Cambridge mean to you? What themes emerge?
• "In my soul"
• Home
• A great place & I love it!
• Home, education
• A great place to live
• Home & family
• A place to call home
• Home, family, school,
friends
• Aging population
• Home, friends, love
• Automotive
• Home, friends, school
• Biggest city near us
• Home, safety, comfort,
• Buddies
fun
• Cambridge is home
• Home, school, family
• Cambridge is where I
• Home, school, friends
meet friends and family
• Home it's safe
• Chess club
• Home where I grew up
• Childhood
• Home/ family/ friends
• Community
• Inclusion
• Cultural (Portuguese
club, polish club)
• It is home
• Diverse
• It is my home
• Education, friends
• It is my hometown and
the place I've lived my
• Education, home
entire life
• Family
• It means my home and
• Friendly community,
it's my family
friends, family, home
• It's where my family
• Friends
lives
• Friends & family
• Loving community
• Family, friends, school
• Memories
• Friends, family, home
• Nice place to move to
• Full of friendly people
• One big family
• Growing community
• Our home

• Place that we grew up
• Safe (can leave your
doors opened at night)
• School
• School, family
• School, friends
• School, friends, family
• School, friends, movies
• School, friends, Tim
Hortons
• School, arenas
• Southwood
• Team
• The place that we grew
up in/ community
• Togetherness
• United
• Variety
• Where I meet friends &
family
• Where I've grown up
• Where my family is
• Where my school is
• Young population
• Youth organized sports
programs
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What do you love about your Community?
• A lot - rarely do I leave
• Downtown Galt
this place
• Downtown Galt is
• A safe community with
pretty & unique & not
lots of opportunities
too big or small
• Almost clean air smell
• Downtown Galt - the
bridge, trails
• Apartments
• Downtown Galt • Architecture
buildings
• Activities
• Doyle
• Artsy; not much crime
• Dunfield Theatre
• Atmosphere
• Easy travel
• Beautiful Place with
• Events involving
Kind People
everyone
• Beautiful Place with
• Everyone is Friendly
Kind People
• Everyone is Helpful
• Big
• Everyone is so nice
• Bowling
• Everything is close to
• Buddies
where I live
• Cambridge Mill
• Everything
• Canoeing the Grand
• Family
• Churchill Park
• Fishing
• Cineplex
• Food
• Clean
• Friendliness &
• Close knit
Atmosphere
• Close to Ayr
• Friendly
• Close together
• Friendly community
• Closeness to home
• Friendly People
• Community
• Friends
• Community Sports
• Friend's House
• Cute stores
• Good parties
• Dickson Arena
• Good stores
• Diversity
• Grand River
• Downtown and the
• Grass
river
• Green Spaces @ St.
• Downtown Cambridge
Benedict's CSS
Library

• Has more variety of
places to shop for
things than Ayr
• Helpful People
• Helpful People &
Atmosphere
• Hills
• History
• Hockey
• Kindness
• I Bowl
• I Like the People I Live
Near
• I love the friendliness
and atmosphere
• Includes everyone
• Inclusive people
• It's 20 minutes from Ayr
• It's a beautiful place,
kind people
• It's a city
• "It's all right here"
• It's Clean
• It's pretty chill
• It's Where I Feel I
Belong
• Kindness
• Know a lot of the
people
• LA Franks
• LCBO
• Library
• Low Crime Rate
• Macs
• Memories

• Messed up roads;
Roundabouts
• Mill Race Park
• Multicultural
• Multicultured schools
• My House
• My friends in
Cambridge
• Nice community
• Nice Houses, quiet &
diverse
• Nice parks
• Nice People
• Not that much crime
• Not Very
Violent/Peaceful @
Times
• Old Homes
• Organizations like this
that care about our
opinions
• Outdoor activities
• Outdoor areas
• Outside movies
• Parks
• Peaceful
• People
• Preston Aud.
• Programs for everyone
• Roundabouts are a bad
idea
• Shopping

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size
Sense of Community
Skate park
Small City with
potential that needs to
try harder to develop
successfully
Smaller City/ less
craziness
Small community
Small schools
So peaceful place
Some of the people are
cool
Sports
St. Benedict's CSS
Starbucks
Temporary home =wish to be gone soon,
place going down
The 50's
The community feel
The library
The river
The Grand River
The malls pretty cool
The People
The People & the Places
The roads suck
The school
There is always
construction

• They are building too
much
• Tims
• Togetherness
• Town
• Trails
• Trees
• Twice the Deal Pizza
• Variety of
stores/restaurants
• We have an amazing,
including community, it
means everything to
me
• Where I feel belonged
• Winter Hawks
• Amount of Highschools
• Amount of Parks
• Diverse
• Divided into 3 Sections
(Galt/Hespeler/Preston)
• Good Fairs
• Ideal spot to live for
transportation
• Lots of Help for the
Needy
• Nice/Big Libraries
• Parks and Trails
• Pretty Downtown Galt
• Some neighbourhoods
are really quiet
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What changes would make our community better? What are your top priorities?
• 7 - 11 store
• Better Shopping
• Don't add many
roundabouts or any
• A better recycling
• Better things to do for
• Don't put roundabouts
program for
youth
condominiums
• Drive-in movie
• Better Traffic System
• A larger Skate Park
• Bike lanes
• Environmentally
• A mall with more stores
friendly
• Bigger mall
• Festivals, fairs,
• A park that means
• Booster juice
carnivals, etc.
Canada
• Bus Transit. Fix it.
• Arena upgrade
• Fix our school
• Bus transportation
• A University
• Fix Southwood
between Ayr and
• Fix pot holes
• Add new stores please
Cambridge
• Fix public skating rinks
• An Amusement Park
• Cambridge has a lot of
opportunities, but we
• Fix the roads
• Attract better stores in
need more awareness
the mall for all age
• Fix up outside of school
for them.
groups.
• Fun places for Youth
• Cambridge needs more
• Basketball courts
• Gender Neutral
things to do. Our
• Be Kinder
Bathrooms
options are
• Be nice
• Hespeler Road needs a
bowling/movies.
• Be nice to each
facelift.
•
Chill
Spot
for
Teens
other/care for others
• Hot Topic
• Chill with the
• Better arena
• IMAX Theatre
Construction
• Better bus schedules
• Indoor Track
•
City
bus
between
Ayr
• Better crossing on
• It would be great if we
and
Cambridge
Cedar by Westgate
had more places to get
• City transport to Ayr
• Better downtown
together & some
•
Clean
up
memorable spots
• Better downtown core
• Clean up the parks
• Legalize it
• Better lanes
more often.
• Less Construction
• Better Mall
• Cleaner
• Less Drugs
• Better maintenance
• Close hills for
• Less litter
• Better parks
longboarding
• Lulu store
• Better public transit (at
•
Community
activities
&
night and weekends)
• Make better sidewalks
events
• Better roads
• Make the roads better.
• Community activities &
They are not in good
• Better stores in mall
festivals
shape.
• Better stores
• Days Off

• Make more BMX parks
• Mall
• More activities,
festivals, etc.
• More Apartments
• More Attractions
• More basketball courts
• More basketball
courts/football
fields/training facilities
• More Business
(everything is closing)
• More care for the
environment
• More city events
• More city festivals and
events
• More community
activities
• More Community
Events
• More cops
• More dollars to all
public schools
• More Entertainment
• More environment
programs
• More environmentally
friendly
• More events
• More festivals
• More flowers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More Foodbank
More food
More forests
More fun places for
youth to go
More fun things to do
More garbage bags to
clean up the City
More Health Services
More Ice Rinks
More malls (Victoria's
Secret)
More Nature Walks
More night friendly
More outdoor activities
More Parks
More parties
More People
More places for Youth
to Hangout
More police
More recycling
More Rainbow Youth
programs
More Roundabouts
More Shopping
More shops
More stores
More support for sports
More things to do
More Tourist Places i.e.
bowling, shops

• More trails
• More youth programs
• New mall with better
stores (eg. Nike, Pink)
• New swimming pool
• Night Life
• No litter
• Nothing. It's Amazing.
• OHL Team
• Outdoor Ball Hockey
Rinks
• Outdoor Pool
• People can better know
each other.
• Places for Teens
• Plant some trees
• Put some crosswalks in.
• Raves
• Repaired roads
• Repave roads that need
to be paved not the
ones that are already
paved
• Restaurants
• Roads
• Roller coasters
• Safer Parks
• Say Hi
• Segways/Bikes
• Soccer fields
• Specialized Programs
• Sports Complex
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• Sports/IDK
• Stop building big
buildings in residential
areas.

• Stop building
roundabouts
• Think
• Think of the other
people

•
•
•
•
•

Tobogganing
Too many STOP signs
Transportation
Transportation to Ayr
Turf Field
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APPENDIX C: PHASE 1 CONSOLIDATED COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

Question #1: What does Cambridge mean to you?
Community Wellbeing
Positive attributes
Areas for improvement
• Home and family
• Competing BIAs
• Diverse
• Lack of identity
• Accessible
• Divided/split communities, disjointed
• Safe place to live, work and play
• Families at risk, low literacy
• Inclusive
• Leveraging resources that will give the
town its own identity while being
• Volunteer enthusiasm
seamlessly connected with the rest of the
• Strong neighbourhoods
region
• Small town feel
•
Volunteerism is on a serious decline • Age friendly - aging population/active
government should encourage community
seniors
engagement
• Educational institutions
• Distinct small communities each with their
own character
• Vibrant community
• A community of neighbours
• Great charities
• Neighbourhood associations
• Family history
• Communities = 3 places to belong
• Traditional
• Great potential
• Small town feel with progressive
intentions
Environment and Rivers
Positive attributes
Areas for improvement
• Two rivers are a defining part of the City
• Poor use of the Rivers
• Uniqueness of Cambridge rivers
• Love the trails, rivers and heritage
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural resources
Confluence of rivers
Bridges
Very pretty rivers and parks
Green spaces valued
Green Canopy
Arts, Culture, Heritage and Architecture
Positive attributes
Areas for improvement
• Great theatres (i.e., Dunfield Theatre)
• Little night life for young
• Great festivals and events:
• Further promote the arts and culture
o Sunday concerts in park
• Preserve heritage and natural
o Christmas in Cambridge
environment
o Mayor's Celebration of Arts
• Restore and revitalize historic centres
o UnSilent Night
• Fading heritage
• The arts
• World class athletes
• Great library system
• Tourism potential
• Great farmers market
• Preston figure staking club
• Preston Scout House Band
• Great children’s choirs
• Community Summer Program
• Idea Exchange
• Dance Schools
• YMCA
• History
• Great architecture
• Beautiful historic buildings
• Historical roots
• Steeples
• Churches
• Historic neighbourhoods
• Heritage is so special
• Old and new buildings offer something for
everyone
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Governance and Leadership
Positive attributes
Areas for improvement
• Smart, effective and creative leaders
• Local governance - have our own vision
• Effective community
• Poor planning and communication from
Municipality
• Oppressed/divided from the Region
• Poor relationship with the Region
• Discontent
• Over governed
• Some marginalized
• Better define roles and responsibilities
• Should have our own governance
• Lack of openness
• City with good parts but poor city
design/planning
• Poor planning
• Closed government
• Citizens feel blocked by city hall
• Feeling pushed away and shut out
• Red headed step child of Waterloo Region
• Fractured
• Consider how Cambridge fits into the
bigger region
• Not as respected as Kitchener and
Waterloo
• Bad decision-making
• Connect to KW – part of region,
amalgamated
• Chip on our shoulder
• Voices of concerned residents are being
disregarded
• Policies and procedures are broken
• Critical things not done well by the
government
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Parks and Recreation
Positive attributes
Areas for improvement
• Abundance of greenspace/parks
• Environmentally sensitive areas require
protection
• Recreational trails, hiking, biking
• Endangered wildlife requires protection
• Trails and natural environment
• Threat to surrounding Natural Areas
• Recreation/sports/clubs
• Recreation, sports events, teams, facilities • Not green enough
• Protect environment around trails
• Access to the Sports Complex
• Stellar green space potential
• Community gardens
• Lack of large venues
• Waterways, wild life, heritage buildings,
• Better connect green spaces
gardens and parks
• Rural areas
• Healthy people environment
• Active
Transportation and Infrastructure
Positive attributes
Areas for improvement
• Strong infrastructure
• Traffic!
• Good medical facilities
• Hespeler Road Crowding
• Effective transportation
• Better roads and more by passes
• Healthcare
• Need food, housing
• One good seniors centre
• No LRT
• Retirement and tourism
• No unique centre
• Safe, walkable routes
• Ugly stretches of industrial parks
• Senior service
• Aging Infrastructure
• Bus Terminus Hespeler
• Hespeler Rod seems like the heart of the
City but it is ugly and inaccessible
• Cambridge Mobilization Team (caring,
wraparound services) all working together • Connection to Kitchener is congested for child wellness
only one way in
• Challenges: gridlock, accessibility, poor
planning
• Need GO train to Toronto
• Heal the core
• Confusing to outsiders
• Waste management improvements
• Need for improved mass transit inside
Cambridge and to external cites i.e.
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Toronto
• Need more services for youth
• Expand rail network to capitalize on
location
Economic Development and Tourism
Positive attributes
Areas for improvement
• Vibrant economy
• Lack of Brownfield and Greyfield initiatives
• Financially competitive
• Fading Industries
• Innovation
• Lack of innovation
• Brownfield potential
• Dilapidated sites
• Industrial
• Economic base needs to be improved and
expanded
• Forward-thinking
• Encourage high-tech industry
• Progress
• Find an economic direction
• Workplace
• Provide more post-secondary education
• Affordable
• No bakery
• Home base for basic needs, but access to
• Feels like it is becoming a bedroom
larger areas
community
• Central to other cities and attractions
•
Becoming a Community of Commuters (no
• Hub location
businesses, jobs, local)
• Town and country benefits
• Head Quarter offices all located on GO and
• Country living feel but live in a City
401 lines
• Proximity to Universities
• Great location in our province
• Gateway to Waterloo Region
• Convenient
• Proximity to Toronto
• Walking distance to points of interest
• Convenient to travel to Toronto, London,
US Border, etc.
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Question #2: What do you love about your community?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Wellbeing
The people
• Small town feel
Particular neighbourhoods/areas (not
• Safe
cookie-cutter)
• Non-profits (i.e., Cambridge self-help food
Neighbourhood Community Centres (i.e.,
bank)
Johnson Centre, Durwood Centre)
• City Hall
Seniors Centre (i.e., Ted Wake 50+ Centre) • Schools (i.e., Southwood School, Highland
Cambridge YMCA (it is better than most)
School)
Diversity of housing
• Hospital
• Arena within walking distance
Diversity of people and cultures
Multicultural
• Living levee
• Progressive
Cost of living/housing
• Walkable and clean neighbourhoods
French Community
Older population
Arts, Culture, Heritage and Architecture
Arts and culture
• Cambridge Live Music
Historic buildings
• Church Hill Park, Highland Games
Downtown
• Mill Race Festival
Architecture
• Mayor’s Celebration of the Arts
Churches, Church Steeples, Spires, Trinity
• Unsilent Night
Old street lights
• Candy Land
Reuse of old buildings
• Cookies and Kids
Cultural social life within walking distance • Fall Fair and Riverfest
Old bridges downtown (Water St. Bridge,
• Scout House Band
Main St., Concession, Black Bridge Road
• Fireworks
Bridge)
• Bitten
Heritage Districts
• Kitchener City Hall
Pretty buildings
• Literary Painting
Old neighbourhood revitalization
• Contemporary Future Art Collection
Theatres (Cambridge Arts Theatre,
• Maclary Fridge Painting over Mr. Sub
Dunfield Theatre)
• Santa Clause Parade
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Award winning library (Hespeler Library,
• Christmas in Cambridge, Holiday Train
Preston Library)
• Rib Fest
Artists in residence
• Mountview Cemetery
Print Studio
• Sheaves Tower
Galleries
• American Standard Building
Langdon Hall
• The Galt post office
Fashion History Museum
• School of Architecture
Cambridge Symphony
• LA Franks
Sculpture Garden, Ferguson Cottage
• Heritage attributes of Cambridge are
Gardens
understated and unrecognized for their
Hollywood Cambridge
importance to the origin of Cambridge
K-W Symphony
Classes at Community Centre
Public Art Sculpture
Queens Square
Parks and Recreation
Parks and Conservation Areas (Soper,
• Natural heritage
Churchill, Riverside, Victoria Park, Puslinch • Trail network (Linear, Riverbluff, Bob
Tract, Mill Race park, Mill Pond, Central
McMullen, connection between Hespeler
Park, Shades Mill, Linear Park, Dumfries)
and Preston, rail trail)
Rivers, Grand River, River Bluff
• Canada Trails Network
Neighbourhood playgrounds
• Bike and walking trails
Bridges
• Cycling routes through neighbourhoods
Wedges and woods
• Sports Parks, Skateboard parks, Centennial
Ball Park, Forbes Park and Tennis Club
RARE
• Ice rink in the mall
Wildlife, endangered turtles, ducks
crossing,
• Winterhawks
Community gardens
• City Hall
Nature, quiet backyards, south corridor
• Hespeler Arena
Dams (Preston Dam)
• YMCA
Green spaces, stewardship
• Galt Country Club
Forests, Trees, Muse Trees
• Walkable neighbourhoods
Listening to the migration of waterfowl
• Outdoor activities (adventure sports on
Fishing
river)
• Active people
Rowing Club
Canoeing on the River
• Recycling program, green bins
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•

Boating

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic Development and Tourism
Restaurants
• Good place to do business
Farmers Market
• Renewed streetscape in Downtown Galt
Diverse businesses and employment
• Hespeler Village
Shopping (Southworks)
• West Galt (trees and lights)
Antique stores
• Preston City Centre
Café's
• Queen Street/Square
Toyota
• Cambridge Centre (good, clean regional
mall)
Loblaws Terminal
• School of Architecture
Blair Village
• Employment, industry, diversity
Preston Shoppers
• Retail jobs, Hwy 24
Reid Candy Store
• Free parking
Central location
• Downtown Galt’s charm (walking among
Proximity to the 401
buildings)
Close to Toronto
• Downtown Galt
Access to Kitchener-Waterloo
• Avenue Road
Railway Overpass
• Blair Road
Waterways
• Dickson Hill
I like the drive from Guelph
• Preston Town Centre
Roundabouts
• Can-Amera Parkway

Question #3: What would make your community better?
•
•
•
•
•

Community Wellbeing
Pay attention to social issues
• Support for volunteers
City must be more accessible (OADA
• Poverty reduction
compliant)
• Affordable
Make City more accessible and
• Support social services and engage the
accountable
disengaged
Better support those in need
• Healthy communities, individuals and
Youth employment
environments
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Senior consideration
• Kidney dialysis in Cambridge Hospital
Equitable opportunities
Develop a single identity for the City
Arts, Culture, Heritage and Architecture
Invest in the arts
• Rethink the location of the new
recreational centre
More night life
• Relocate the sports complex
Pedestrian access to rivers for
• Centralize new multiplex
canoeing/kayaking and fishing
• Complete the multi sports complex on
Increase in promotion of arts and culture
time (great facility and within a reasonable
Improved access to recreational centres
budget)
Create or enhance neighbourhood
• Provide new recreation facilities
associations to assist local residents with
• Arts and culture planning - execute the
local, provincial and federal issues
plan!
More community arts & theatre on small
• Great opportunities for arts, culture,
low budget scale
recreation
Pedestrian bridge linking Linear Park to
• Bring back Riverfest
Grand Trunk Trail
• Celebrate our multi-cultural city
Show piece trail system
• World class art gallery outdoors
Events should not be named after the
mayor
• Tourist attractions
Conference centre
• Winter activities and festivals
Preserve and enhance historic and
• Too much free stuff
architecturally significant areas
• Celebrate the heritage of Galt, Preston and
Improve heritage preservation (see North
Hespeler
Carolina and South Carolina)
• More heritage and cultural development
Protect historic buildings
• Take responsibility for the Ontario
Maintain current alignment of heritage
Heritage Act
roads
Parks and Recreation
Increase the tree canopy
• Preserve green space and outdoor play
spaces
Focus on protection not mitigation
• Reduce greenhouse gas emissions
Increase enforcement and monitoring
• Implement a tree cutting by-law
Provide more community garden plots
• Environmental protection
Save the dam
• Protect valued resources
Emphasize environmental protection
• Environment and sustainability
Increased police visibility on trails and at
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

parks
Feature the wetlands

•

Cambridge needs to be part of the
greenbelt expansion
• Emphasize the protection of water
Governance and Leadership
Be better represented at the regional level • Improved decision making process
More meaningful interaction with region
• More voices at the table
as a whole
• Strategic plan with execution unlike all the
Increased advocacy
other Master Plans
Open consultation and communication
• Project steering committee selection
with the public
• Better listening to citizen impact
Transparent and accountable government • Better reporting on projects by city. How
Adopt a top-down positive attitude toward
project costs affect our tax bills, how long
collaboration
projects will take + cost/year
Community engagement (including youth) • Fund the needs not wants
Better consultation with citizens
• Spend time on the urgent and important
and less time on not important and not
Respect for public opinion
urgent
Meaningfully engage everyone in the
•
Balance needs vs. wants
community
• Critical needs falling behind
Better engagement with public on big
decisions
• Spending beyond ability to pay
Create a Region of Cambridge
• Waste- spending
Tell the Cambridge story better
• Stop being cheap
The government has the wrong priorities
• City debt at record levels
The government is involved with wrong
• Transparency of budget and
things
communication with the community
Decrease the amount of red tape
• City does not consider long range
consequences
Find a balance between decision making
• Better leadership + awareness of povertyand processes
provide more affordable housing and job
Council relationship with region
opportunities
Region should give the City more power
• More/better leadership
Lead don’t follow
• Decisions based on immediate needs vs.
Financial responsibility to fit the
dreams
community
• Public service wages need to be in line
Regular updates to city webpage
with residents wages and true costs of
Don’t be so quick to amend Official Plans
living
Government consensus building (i.e.
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

transparency)
Get rid of the old boys club attitude
Clarity of roles for elected officials
Open government process

•

City staff follow their own rules for process
(policies and procedures)
• Address climate change
• Look at the big picture and consider issues
of the community and province and
country together
Economic Development and Tourism
Provide better shopping opportunities
• Encourage and promote not-for-profit
organizations
Offer retail incentives in the downtown
• Provide more affordable housing outside
core
the core
Incentives for restaurant bakeries
• Plan/build affordable and attractive
Sell vacant commercial lands on Hespeler
seniors housing within our communities
Road
• Explore economic development
Investments that encourage business
opportunities
Attract better shopping experiences
• Better access to public schools
Centrally locate grocery liquor outlets
• More infrastructure in Conestoga College
Better utilization of river fronts- have a
• Use river for more economic development
vision before undertaking projects
(see San Antonio, Austin)
Beautify Hespeler road
Enhancement of city cores-connectivity to • More post-secondary presence in the
cores
rivers
• Find an economic direction
Downtown core and trail policing
Help the downtown cores grow and thrive • Younger business events ideas
• Increased respect and support for small
Improve/restore downtown buildings
business
Develop our downtown cores
•
Encouraging measures for business and
Restore and revitalize historic centres
manufacturing
Planning building by-law for accessible
• Bakery needed in Hespeler
houses/buildings
• Restaurants and shops along the river
Diversity of housing
• Food store in downtown Hespeler
Fewer new housing developments
• Fill empty downtown building lots
Careful planning of new housing
• Do something in condos on speed river in
developments
Hespeler
Do not extend city boundaries
• Ikea
More post-secondary education
• Need more high density development
opportunities
Improve parking for businesses and
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

patrons
Encourage high-tech industry
Keep the farmland in the community to
ensure future vitality and a constant
healthy food supply
Transportation and Infrastructure
Integrate GRT/Greyhound/VIA/GO
• Fix Hespeler road
Get GO train service to Cambridge
• Make Hespeler road more attractive (see
Hilton road)
Active Transportation Master Plan
• Rework Hespeler road strip to orange
Better traffic flow
county standards
Walkability
• Too many signs on Hespeler road
Alternative transportation modes
• Better trans-routes to all areas of
Keep communities quiet (no arterial
Cambridge
traffic)
• Modernization of arterial roads provide
Enhance cycling
better access
More bike lanes and trails
•
Fourth bridge for downtown Galt
Improve safety on all roads for cyclist and
• Pedestrian overpass in Hespeler on 401
pedestrians and disabled
Transportation road planning that protects • Grant street extension to Cambridge west
• If city grows, we need new arterial roads
wetlands and wildlife
• Widen maple grove with bike lanes
King Street/Fountain intersection,
• Midday buses that were cancelled need to
increased traffic highway access volume
be reinstated
Improve connection to rest of KWConestoga 401 access
• Cleaner city
More accessible sidewalks, proper ramps
• Better outdoor lighting
and widths
• Plant trees along Highway 24
Pedestrian bridge over the 401 (not the
• Increased use of green bin program
grand)
• No street facing development on Hespeler
By pass
• Clean up old factory sites
South end by pass is an example of
• City clears/snow sidewalks
infrastructure decades behind
• Protection of urban environment
Build the ring road
• Clean up brownfield sites
City by-pass
• Clean our waters, fix water infrastructure
Less traffic (especially trucks through
rather then put dollars towards perks
downtown cores)
• Waste management (e.g., recycle waste by
Eliminate through traffic
incineration)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connect Cambridge Preston, Galt,
Hespeler
Improve connection to Hespeler from rest
of Cambridge for cycling/pedestrians
Wider walkways
Get light rail in Cambridge
Public transit
Microbuses in Hespeler
Bus shelters
LRT now
Monorail
Improve road network in the industrial
basins
Better bus routes
Reduce highway dependence

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate inner city brownfields
Implement better property standards
Cleanup brownfields and utilize properties
better
More attractive arterial roads
Respect for private property in
neighboring townships
Improved snow removal for bus route
streets
Land preservation
Create a Master Plan for the river front
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APPENDIX D: ONLINE SURVEY FEEDBACK
Summary of Results from the Survey (as of September 25, 2015)
•
•
•
•
•

Over 360 Responses
Age Range: Under 29 (11 %), 30 – 44 (33 %), 45 – 59 (40 %), Over 60 (16 %)
Gender: Make (30 %), Female (70 %)
91 % live in Waterloo Region
78 % live in Cambridge, 17 % work in Cambridge

The Purpose
As part of the Strategic Planning process, the City in partnership with the Cambridge Chamber
of Commerce and Future Strategies Inc. (FSI), initiated an online assessment to ask our citizens
to participate in helping us to identify priorities as a community. We invited everyone to
participate. The outcome was a series of analytics that allowed all of us to focus on the facts.
The value in this process is that these unique algorithms can allow the City and its partners to
identify the gaps between what is important to people and how well they feel things are
working.
Overall Observations
The independent research company Future Strategies Inc. (FSI) with over 25 years’ experience
in this area, shared some of their observations as it related to the City’s results. Specifically,
Cambridge scored higher than most similar cities on similar issues - however respondents did
identify some areas of concern that that should be considered as potentially high priority.
Thematically, people would like to see better support for the city from the region, a focus on
opportunity for youth and they indicated that they would like the city to invite more involved in
the process.
The Top 5 Priority Factors as identified by FSI (Lowest scoring):
6. The citizens want the City to have more influence when decisions are made at a
Regional level that affects the local community.
7. The citizens want the City and Regional priorities to be better aligned and better
coordinated.
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8. The citizens want a focus on creating greater opportunities for the youth of the city as
they enter into the job market.
9. The citizens would like to have expanded transportation services.
10. The citizens want to be more engaged in the decision making of the city.
Identifying the possibilities
The City has a lot to offer. Generally respondents indicated agreement that:
•
•
•
•
•

Cambridge’s location is a strategic asset and that our proximity to Toronto has many
advantages;
Cambridge maintains its historical roots while looking forward and that the architectural
past is a key feature;
That the rivers are enjoyed and a key asset to focus on in the future;
There is lots to celebrate in Cambridge and many ways to enjoy the arts;
There are many well managed trails, natural areas and recreational opportunities
available.

These results are consistent with what we heard in Phase 1 with respect to what Cambridge
means to people and what they love about the community.
Less agreement suggested certain areas for improvement:
•
•
•
•

Community quality of life (safety, generosity, family orientation);
The range of services available and the quality of infrastructure to support the overall
functioning of the city;
The economic opportunity for all members of the community to succeed and advance in
their careers;
Governance and the ability of the community to participate in decision making at both
the city and regional levels.

Accordingly, when asked about some of the potential priorities identified in Phase 1, the top
three areas were:
•

Improved Governance and Decision Making (open, transparent accountable, respect for
public opinion, focused on results and financial management, long range planning);
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•
•

Better Communication and Public Engagement; and
Transportation Improvements.

Survey results were also organized by the themes that emerged through Phase 1.
Arts, Culture and Tourism (including Heritage and Architecture)
Generally, respondents felt that there are many ways for the community to get involved in arts
and culture and that the city is doing a good job of protecting the architectural resources that
exist. Where improvements could be made include, ensuring visitors have lots to see and do
and that they can easily access all attractions, telling our “Cambridge story” more effectively
and communicated our local identity that recognizes our historic roots.
Environment and Rivers
There was a high level of agreement that the rivers are a key environmental and recreational
resource and that they should be protected and promoted. Areas for improvement include
ensuring that the city is a leader in planning for sustainability (environmental, social, economic
and cultural), protecting the environment and being a good steward of our local resources as
well as working with other partners to ensure overall coordination on environmental issues.
Parks and Recreation
Respondents felt that the city has excellent trails, parks and natural areas as well as a wide
range of recreational opportunities that promote an active lifestyle. Respondents also agreed
that Cambridge has great libraries that are accessible and forward thinking. Areas for
improvement included the condition of city recreation facilities.
Infrastructure
Overall it was felt that a by-pass would improve transportation movements throughout the city
and that other transportation improvements such as a GO rail and the implementation of rapid
transit would be enhance connections both within the region and more broadly. Areas for
improvement included the ability to travel throughout the city without a car, the repair of both
city and regional roads, public transit and inter-city connections, safe and connected cycling
facilities, and lastly the water distribution and waste water system.
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City Services and Governance
Overall respondents agreed that maintaining or increasing the current service levels in
Cambridge is a priority. At the same time there was agreement that maintaining or decreasing
the current tax levels and user fees was important. That said, there were several areas where
improvements in the overall governance of the city were identified. This included city influence
in decision making at the regional level, aligning/coordinating city and regional priorities and
activities, engaging the public on important decisions and being open, transparent and
accountable. There is a need to better communicate information about services in an
understandable and accessible way and ensure that these services meet the needs of the
diverse community.
Building our Community
A strong volunteer community that is engaged and effectively leveraged was highlighted in this
section. There was also note that people over the age of 50 have lots of options to participate
in community life and that the City does a good job of making sure all its facilities are AODA
compliant. Areas for improvement include ensuring job opportunities for youth and recent
graduates, accessible and affordable neighbourhoods with a range of housing options, ensuring
the community can access the social services they need, working with other partners to ensure
access to community health initiatives, providing people with different abilities the
opportunities to meaningfully contribute as well a general sense that people here take care of
each other and that new Canadians can integrate into the community and become productive
contributors.
Growing New Business and Industry
The responses to the questions pertaining to economic development in Cambridge suggested
that there is work to be done in all areas. The areas of relative strength include the talented
and trained workforce that is available to help new and growing businesses as well as the
various locational options available. Areas for development include, ensuring that downtowns
are a great place to do businesses, assisting local Cambridge business to be competitive with
bigger suppliers and retailers, positioning Cambridge to transition to the new “knowledge”
based economy, ensuring affordable locations for business and that businesses are visible,
welcomed and provide diversified services and products for the local market.
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APPENDIX E: INTERCEPT SURVEY FEEDBACK
What does Cambridge Mean to You?
Arts, Culture, Heritage and Architecture
• A city close to Guelph where I live, that has some fun events to attend
• A destination, great shops, love the Mill Race Festival, the lime stone heritage, great
walk ability vibrant, lovely market
• Art, culture, history
• Art, theater. Resident of city for over 30 years
• Arts & Culture, river
• As a resident of waterloo I find Cambridge interesting to visit when I can make it down
• Beautiful city
• Community Events
• Community, arts, heritage, architecture, nature
• Family oriented, nice festivities
• Festivals
• Festivals, family
• Great city, farmers market, shopping, cycling
• Highland
• Highland Dance
• Highland Games
• Highland games is home to me, danced at 7 years, great central city
• Highland Games, Celtic shops, close to home
• Highland Games, Historic Galt
• Highland games, opportunity
• Historic areas, love Hespeler, architecture
• History
• Home , historical town, beautiful architecture
• Like the Highland Games
• Lots of history and culture
• Love the arts and river
• Memories, grew up, highland games
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• Nice place to get out of town to visit, festivals
• Nice town with cool shops and festivals
• Old buildings, quaint, good repair, grand, walking type town
• Old home, highland games
• Place to visit
• Place to Visit / Shop
• Scottish culture
• Scottish tradition, my city
• Theater, outlet mall, British store
• Visit highland games and British bakeries
• Visiting highland games, parents grew up here
• Visiting, highland games
• Work, highland games, Scottish culture
Community Wellbeing
• 3 cities
• 3 communities made into one
• Alot
• A safe and eventful place to raise our kids
• A safe place to live and raise my family
• About community, opportunity
• All ever known
• All right
• Boredom, family
• Born and raised
• Born and raised here
• Cambridge is my home and community. It is where I want to raise my kids
• Cambridge is my home my community of diverse wonderful people. Cambridge is all
things family fun and food.
• City with small town values
• Close knit community
• Community
• Community engaged, environmentally aware
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community, market
Decent city to live in
Dysfunctional
Everything
Family a place to arrange fun things for your family
Family friends
Family live here
Family values home
Family, community, comfort, home
Family, friends
Family, home, friends, school, sports shopping
Friendly place to live
Good community
Great city to live, love the events for family
Great community
Great community, visited Brantford, wish I grew up closer
Great place to live, variety of areas
Great place to raise kids, long commute to work
Grew up here, home
Heritage, family and community
Heritage, West Galt, River, Post office
Highland games
Highland games, family, shopping
Home
Home
Home and family
Home away from home
Home community
Home family
Home family atmosphere
Home pride
Home quiet friendly community
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home Sports school friends family shopping
Home town
Home town, grew up here
Home town, small town feel
Home, childhood
Home, community
Home, family
Home, family, care and concern for others
Home, family, community
Home, family, friendly, reliable, high hospitality, historical features
Home, family, friends
Home, great place to raise a family
Home, grew up
Home, Hespeler is the best part, sense of community
Home, lived here since 1950
Home, mill town
Home, nice place, great neighborhood
Home, opportunity
Home, place to raise our kids
Home, relaxed atmosphere
Home, safe
Home, school, friends
Home, wonderful place to live
Home, work
Home, work, school for kids/friends
Hometown
Hometown, home
Hometown, safe
I feel that Cambridge in by and large a growing and safe city
I lived here
In need of help, besides the river what do we have, our houses are hurting especially in
downtown cores
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• It is a great city good to live in
• It is where I grow up
• It's name, born and raised, home
• Life, home
• Like a small community - not a city
• Live here, grew up here
• Live, grow up
• My home
• My home for 23 years
• My home, I am proud to live in Cambridge
• My place to live and play
• Nice city to live in
• Nice town
• Nothing, except for Hespeler
• Opportunity / community
• Our home since 1990
• Place to live
• Place to live that is convenient to work
• Place to raise family, community
• Quiet city, safe & clean, lots of resources, family place
• Quieter community
• Safe place, bedroom city for Toronto
• Safe places to play for children parks
• Safe secure community to raise my children
• Sense of community, great place to raise children
• Small town, lots of culture
• Youth all Galt, Preston, Hespeler
Economic Development and Tourism
• Business
• Close to Kitchener
• Good industrial parks
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• Kitchener - waterloo community
• Local restaurant
• Opportunity
• Opportunity for partnership with KW
• Potential
• Shopping
• Sister town - Kitchener
• Work, Pan-am
Environment and Rivers
• Back to the River project
• River
Parks and Recreation
• Friends live here so visit regularly and play golf
• Recreation love trails
Transportation and Infrastructure
• Hard Water

What would make your Community Better?
Arts, Culture, Heritage and Architecture
• Better directions to the games
• Better festivities
• Better promotion of events
• Better sign to event
• Better signs - especially for Churchill Park - Directions to games were bad directions
• Continue with community events, promotion of cultural events
• Don't alter heritage buildings
• I liked this arts festival
• Increase advertising to events
• Longer / more promotion for the highland games
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More community events
More community events, better shopping malls
More community games
More cultural events
More events
More events like this
More events like this one
More events like this one, better shopping
More events to attract people
More events to bring families from here and outside
More events to bring people together
More events to visit
More events, festivals
More events, not just Galt, use Forbes park more often, contact Cambridge Highland
Lions Club
• More events/more accessibility
• More family oriented events such as arts celebration
• More festivals
• More night life
• More publicity for events
• More scots people
• More signs, better website directions to the highland games
• Not a resident, from Guelph, visit often
• Own television station
• Promote the highland games in the surrounding area
• Social events
• Visitation
Community Wellbeing
• Caring for the public
• City in general
• Clean u people in front of Giant Tiger asking for money or smokes always out in front
(where are our police)
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• Does quite well
• Fewer people complain
• Fine just the way it is
• Fine the way it is
• Great the way it is
• Hespeler / Preston / Galt become 1 Cambridge
• I'm not sure it's pretty good right now
• More community events, more volunteers
• More community involvement
• More friendly people
• More housing for seniors
• Multiple reasons to change
• Need to feel safe in certain areas (i.e.: downtown preston)
• Nothing
• Safer
• We have everything we need and want here
Economic Development and Location
• Better shopping malls
• Bring in more people from other areas to do business / shop
• Condo's at American Standard plant
• Downtown improvement
• Downtown rivers development
• More active downtown areas
• More boutiques/restaurants
• More business in Hespeler
• More Businesses in Downtown Galt
• More central
• More focused resource, more support for SMB
• More jobs/ job opportunities
• More local businesses
• Nearer to Toronto
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• Put as much effort into downtown Hespeler as Galt
• Support local businesses
Environment and Rivers
• Better cleanup, taking care of
• Community Clean ups
• Safer environment, environmental awareness and sustainability
Governance and Leadership
• A voice in the region. Councillors of Cambridge are given the backseat it feels like.
Boycotting the roundabouts, will be dangerous especially for high school
• Better communication for city projects
• Get new mayor
• If we visited each others city more often….a(question 1 referred to having partnership
with KW)
• Less / cheaper taxes
• Less government, less people
• Lower property taxes
• Lower taxes
• More discussion between local government
• More involvement, communication with council
• More public input, events
• Residents having more say on decisions
• Stop spending money on projects that raise taxes
Parks and Recreation
• Access to facilities, more spaces
• Better funding for activities
• Better ice hockey arena
• Better parks
• Better splash pad (Forbes Park), more for kids in Hespeler
• Better splash pad in Forbes Park, more housing
• Big sportsplex being in the heart of Cambridge
• Build rec centre more central, seniors complex in Hespeler
• Central community park / stage in middle of Cambridge
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t take away green space, find compromise, comparing market in Galt vs. Preston,
help out businesses, spend money in Cambridge, sports complex
Essential community place, central location, park, stages, performances
Getting sportsplex right , more development for small businesses
Improve playgrounds (i.e. Silver heights), more bike patrol in Hespeler
More activities for 50 years and over
More activities for children
More activities for kids year round, indoor and outdoor roller skating
More activities like Forbes Park festival
More community centres in new areas
More community party - green spaces
More events and programs for older people
More events like Forbes
More events like Forbes Park festival
More events with music and liquor Licence, dirt bike tracks
More festivals like Forbes
More festivals, community, more teen activities and involvement
More free activities year round
More free events
More green space, make Cambridge beautiful
More Hespeler events
More involvement for people with developmental disabilities
More kid activities, family activities
More parks updated
More people aware of benefits
More programs for children under 5
More recreational places
More resources for children in Cambridge, sports complex
More trails
More water parks
Mote bike/hike trails
Movie night in Forbes Park
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• People with disabilities had more opportunity to join things, kids theater
• Programs and participation for community
• Skate park, soccer fields, playgrounds
• Sports complex more accessible to Cambridge, Help local businesses
• Teen dances, activities for younger people
Transportation and Infrastructure
• A system where pedestrians, bikers, cars and work together. Pedestrians are taken into
consideration when planning.
• Air conditioning
• Better info on bus route, maps
• Better mall, less roundabouts
• Better planning
• Better planning for construction
• Better planning in construction
• Better planning of construction
• Better planning with construction
• Better plowing in winter
• Better public transit
• Better roads
• Better traffic
• Better traffic flow
• Better traffic flow in downtown Galt, no 18 wheeler trucks in Galt core
• Better traffic patterns
• Better transit links to KW and Guelph
• Better transit, more parks
• Better water supply
• Bike trails, parking by-laws, better community centre
• Buses run more often on the weekend
• Bypass
• Construction
• Construction not all at once
• Cover some painting on building -(remove graffiti?)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easier access to the city from the south
Fix the road, less construction
Fix the roads
Fix the roads and congestion on the roads
Go train services
Improve transportation
Improved transportation
Its amazing, just maintain, LRT
Keep up the good work on the water, invest in what makes us a special place to love
Less construction, better stores in Cambridge, centre mall
Light rail
More accessible parking on street
More bike lanes
More frequent bus service
More infrastructure, better shopping
More pedestrian and bike friendly, more trails to avoid roads, more trees on main roads
More public transportation
My community could be made better with more awareness on keeping the city clean
garbage cans at all bus stops
No roundabouts, fix roads
Not constructing the roundabouts
Not so much construction
Parking, overnight parking
Pave bishop street
Planning construction
Public transportation
Safer bike lanes, separated

What do you think should be the top priority for the City over the next few years?
Arts, Culture, Heritage and Architecture
• Advertising events
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• Community events - less cost
• Connect other cities close by to events in Cambridge
• Keep up with the culture piece. Cambridge is a great place for cool events.
• Maintain arts and more public events
• More community events
• More events
• More events, festivals, more trails
• More events, festivals
• More tourist attractions by waterfronts
• New multiplex centre, live music events
• Promotion of festivals
• Restore more historic properties
• Signage
• Tourism
• Visitation
• Visitors get lost easily, info boards you are here
Community Wellbeing
• Air conditioning
• Another facility like Bridges, preferably in Downtown Galt
• Becoming a stronger community
• Building communities
• Community center in a central location
• Community support
• Conference centre, sports complex, health services, creating jobs, better health
• Connect, we are running marker expo.ca on Sept 19 - we joined Cambridge Arts Fest to
put our hand out to you to join us on Sept 19 at Kitchener City Hall - makerexpo.ca we
<3 Cambridge
• Hospital, better staffing
• Housing (affordable)
• Improving community access to services, programs, more programs
• Lower income families - help
• More child care
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• More community
• More resources for parents with children's with disabilities
• More togetherness
• More wheelchair accessible homes
• Nail the library project
• Post office project
• Promote sport for physical fitness for kids
• School curriculum / work out difference
• Schools and accessibility for people with special needs
Economic Development and Tourism
• Co-sign between downtowns
• Attracting companies to up employment, parks for kids to do outdoor activities
• Better mall and less roundabout
• Better stores in Cambridge mall, more fairs
• Boost businesses and town of Galt
• Bringing 3 communities together to help small businesses
• Construction
• Creating jobs
• Creating sustainable jobs
• Employment
• Get more stores downtown Galt
• Getting American standard project done
• Improve downtown areas, encouraging growth of small businesses
• Improving core areas
• Job creation / fill vacant jobs
• Jobs and transportation
• Jobs, attract industry
• Jobs/ economy
• More business downtown, less empty space
• More jobs
• More McDonalds
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•

Outsiders - but taught school here for years - lack of signs to the games, outlet malls and
other events
• Paper mats in windows are not desirable (look at Kitchener)
• Pick 1 downtown and advertise it
• Rejuvenate downtowns
• Revitalize downtowns, improve parks
• Spruce up downtown
Environment and Rivers
• Build inwards, keep taxes down,
• Building inward
• Environmental awareness
• Environmental sustainability, making one community, more community events
• Reduce urban sprawl, firm growth plan that encourages living in existing city limits
• River improvements downtown, grocery store
• Slow down on building - land space is being taken away
Governance and Leadership
• A centralized centre
• Become efficient
• Better work ethic
• Consolidating with what we have
• Doing a good job
• Fix their water billing, more kids activities
• Focus on building a smarter city with a stronger voice. Stop over spending on projects.
Other areas are in need of help.
• Get rid of Craig as our mayor
• Less needless spending / more housing for homeless / more awareness of food bank
• Lower taxes
• Lowering taxes, job maintenance, community infrastructure
• More community based with communication
• Reduce taxes
• Reducing taxes and political wasting of our money
• Smart spending
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• Spending restraints
• Water billing issues to be improved, indoor play grounds (city run)
Parks and Recreation
• Better parks
• Better splash pad for kids (Forbes Park)
• Community Centre - multiplex
• Community events / splash pad
• Focus on centres, arenas, construction
• Get new ice rink
• Improve some parks
• Improving kid playgrounds i.e.: silver heights
• Keeping parks maintained and updated
• More attractions like water parks
• More facilities for population (i.e. Rec centres)
• New sportsplex centrally located
• Nicer, clean more parks
• Parks and rec / splash pad
• Rec complex, transportation
• Recreation complex within Cambridge
• Sport tournament
• Sports and recreation
• Sports complex closer to central Cambridge
• Sports complex, businesses
Transportation and Infrastructure
• Better bus transportation, more activities for teens
• Better planning with construction
• Better roads, more swimming pool community centre
• Better traffic control on Hespeler
• Better traffic flow
• Better transit
• Better transit links to KW and Guelph
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Better transit system for commuters. System that allows transit users and drivers to
share roads, better during rush hour, work with businesses to make it happen
Bypass
Bypass around city
Community trails
Complete construction upgrades on roads
Don't have long rail transit
Easier transit
Education, roads, better education
Fix roads, less council, no round-a-bouts
Fix transportation
Fixing infrastructure
Fixing infrastructure (not all at once)
Fixing roads
Fixing roads, water billing
Fixing the roads, traffic flow
Getting all construction done
I feel trop priority for the city would be maintaining our streets and keeping them safe
for all walks of life
Improve infrastructure
Improve roads
Improve trans b/w Cambridge and GTA
Improving infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure - very difficult to get around
Infrastructure & highways
Infrastructure and traffic
Infrastructure repairs improving travel
Infrastructure, transportation to Toronto
Infrastructure. Parks, recreation
Keep going forward with infrastructure, off road sports (motor sports)
Less road construction
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light rail transit
Lrt
Maintaining garbage pick-up
Make city safer for cyclists
Making overpasses at all train crossings
More bike paths
More infrastructure, fix what's here
More road work-less pot holes, more litter clean up
Not happy with LRT involvement
Opposing LRT Infrastructure, remove round-a-bouts
Paying for our transit not some other cities
Pot holes
Public transportation
Rapid transit, GO train
Re-construct Preston
Repairing roads
Road upgrades, water mains
Roads
Roads (bypass) through city
Roads infrastructure
Roadways, bypass
Smarter spending on infrastructure
Sort out transit issue
Speed of traffic on main streets
Traffic
Traffic control
Traffic flow
Traffic improvements
Traffic, there is too much traffic going through town (Galt)
Trail system, hiking trails
Transit (go train)
Transit getting people to Toronto, go train
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•
•
•
•
•

Transit scheduled on bus stops
Transit, traffic
Upkeep of roads and structures
Ways of transportation
Wider roads and side walks
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APPENDIX F: COMMENT BOARD FEEDBACK
Arts, Culture, Heritage and Architecture
• Make a place for local bands to play
• Make downtown Hespeler a heritage conservation district
Community Wellbeing
• An effective solution to the homeless issue downtown
• Any vacant land. Build low income apartment building . For welfare and disability only Rent for one bedroom $400 to $500
• Build on our strengths
• Cambridge is my home and I'm proud to be a part of this city
• Cambridge is my hometown and very clean. It is a quiet city and I love it.
• Continue to provide free events that bring families together…i.e. - Thursday movies in
downtown in August
• Crack down on graffiti
• Expanding HVNA (Hespeler Village Community Centre) into Hespeler Arena
• Free food for the homeless
• Free ice cream trucks
• Friendly Great people
• Have more housing for the homeless and less fortunate people
• Hespeler needs more parent/ child activities provided
• I concur - arrow pointing at 'crack down on graffiti’
• I love community based Cambridge is on any given day there are programs and events
for anyone, no matter what age, religion or gender.
• I love how people help each other out
• I love the different activities that Cambridge has to offer for different generations
• Large families and stay at home moms pay for extra electricity and water, and soon
garbage. Support us.
• Love the diversity and the care for all citizens
• Make Cambridge, Cambridge (not Galt). Remove Craig!
• Migration office needed
• More accessibility for disabled people
• More concerts
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More duty free
More English learning centre for adults
Showcase roundabout at Delta
Support for caregivers and early onset dementia individuals
The wonderful people, our city is great
There's a drug problem downtown that no one's doing anything about. Why?
To me Cambridge is a city all about the people within it..dedicated to change, positivity
and community :)
• Totally Right!
• Turn Lincoln school into an adult day program for people with disabilities!! - (226) 6066487
• Yes it will
• Yes, every age of government employees are too high
Economic Development and Tourism
• Attract sustainable businesses in the core
• Better stores in the mall
• Create a hub with all groups businesses and students can work together in shared space.
City should lead this initiative.
• Entice more businesses so people don't have to commute
• Hire more Junior engineers
• I like the local businesses
• Improve downtown Cambridge (Galt) stores
• Increased development in the cores
• Invest and promote downtown tourism
• More businesses to attract tourism (canoe rentals, bike rentals, etc.
• More job opportunities for all ages
• More jobs for Bachelors of Psychology, Honors or BSc or applied sciences
• More Shopping malls
• More stores downtown
• More student jobs opportunity
• University Grads with degrees expecting a job should learn how to spell "Bachelor" with arrow pointing to a comment on another sticky
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Environment and Rivers
• Cleaner sidewalks
• Get rid of plastic water bottles. City hall lead way to confidence in our tap water
• Keep more green spaces
• Less influence from developers (keep our green spaces)
• Less Pollution - more pants
• More nature in downtown
• More trees
• More water
• No more Ash bugs
• No more forests should be cut down
• No pollution, help clean up the earth
• One improvement that could be made s the recycling in Parks. There are hundreds of
trash cans throughout but minimal recycling and forcing recyclables to go in the trash
• Rules to prevent developers from leaving eyesores "I.e...Old Wright House"
• The garbage around the city. I would have a cleaning committee
• Trees
• Urban design
Governance and Leadership
• 1. Get out of the Region of Waterloo -What does Cambridge get for being part of it? Not
Light Rail! 2. Reduce taxes, especially property. We pay more than other areas in the
GTA
• Get more people out voting
• Get rid of our Mayor and then get jobs for young folks and new Seniors building in
Hespeler for Seniors
• Get teens more involved
• It won't be forgotten come elections!
• Leave the archives in old city hall. Don't fix what isn't broken.
• Make Cambridge a go it alone city and ditch the region
• More sticky notes
• More ways for youth to get involved in the community
• reduce taxes
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• Tax breaks for Portuguese people
Parks and Recreation
• 4 ice pads centrally located
• A central sportsplex not Conestoga
• A skateboard park in Galt and Hespeler
• An enclosed dog park
• Cambridge location for Sports Complex
• Canoe service to Guelph
• Community centre/ Rec Centre in the Saginaw area
• Dog park
• Dog Park (Off Leash)
• Don't build the multiplex at Conestoga
• Improve Forbes Park splash pad
• Make downtown a special place in Hespeler Arena. People can walk and visit nice stores.
• More arenas please
• More things for kids / parks etc.
• Multiplex (close to core) -access for seniors - access for disabilities - -fitness - youth
centre - community identity
• Pool at Chalmers School
• Put in some free tennis courts in a park that is suitable, fence around it - bring own
racquet and equipment
• Put the sports complex on city owned land centrally located
• Repave the parks, especially Riverside
• Silver Heights play ground
• Skateboard parks and bike track in Galt and Hespeler
• Update Victoria Park Playground and splash pad please
Transportation and Infrastructure
• better roads
• Construction on 2 major roads, at the same time! Crazy?
• Eradicate boulevard parking
• Free downtown parking for 3 hours at a time
• Free parking for downtown core residents! Water St.
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GO Station. Mississauga and Milton. Parking lot is free.
GO Train
GO Train - DO IT. Cambridge to Milton Line. Cambridge to Guelph to Milton. Guelph
and Cambridge pay for the tracks
GO Train Cambridge
GO Train to Toronto
GO Train to Toronto :) !!
Gooooo Train! From Cambridge
less road construction
Mountain Bike Park
Paved trails for roller blading
Put parking lot at GO Station. Large. So people can leave cars all day. Free. Police can
patrol area throughout the day.
Rebuild Preston Dam
Sidewalks for walking
Walkable neighborhoods, shopping local stores
Walking bridge at Franklin and Hespeler Rd
Water St parking revamp a great idea for all Cambridge. Thanks!
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APPENDIX G: OPEN HOUSES SUMMARY
Introduction
The City of Cambridge hosted three open houses to seek input on its draft strategic plan. This
summary reflects the questions and comments that were raised at the open houses, as well as
answers (noted in italics) provided by the City of Cambridge. This summary has been written by
James Knott, independent facilitator with Lura Consulting.
Meeting Overview
The open houses offered a chance for residents to review the draft strategic plan including the
draft vision, mission, goals, and objectives. It included an overview presentation on the
strategic planning process from Brooke Lambert, Director of Corporate Strategy, City of
Cambridge.
Feedback on Draft Strategic Framework
Attendees were asked to rank their preferred draft vision statement. Results are below.
Vision
Draft Vision Statement
A place of prosperity and opportunity, where we celebrate our people
and heritage
A place of prosperity and opportunity, where we celebrate our people,
heritage and natural environment 1
[Cambridge will:] Embrace a unified Cambridge of prosperity and
opportunity that celebrates our people and heritage
[Cambridge will:] Champion prosperity and opportunity while
celebrating our people and heritage
[Cambridge will be:] A champion of opportunity where we celebrate our
people, place and prosperity
[Cambridge will:] Champion opportunity by connecting people, place
and prosperity
[Cambridge will be:] A place to celebrate together – our heritage,
community and unlimited opportunity
1

The addition of “and natural environment” was suggested by a meeting attendee.

Number of Votes
9
3
0
0
0
1
1
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Mission
The draft mission statement was presented as follows:
“Committed to working together - with respect, integrity, inclusiveness and service - to deliver
exceptional and sustainable programs and services”
Feedback included:
• Transparency was suggested as a word to be added to the statement
• Consider adding infrastructure and/or public spaces
• Missing: following residents’ wishes/concerns
Top Priority
Attendees were asked to identify their top priority for the City over the next few years. The
responses included:
• Roads and better construction
• Build south boundary road and hook to Highway 404
• Being prepared for and minimizing risk/liability from more intense and frequent storms
• GO Train service
• A plan to revitalize the downtowns (Preston, Hespeler)
• Downtowns need to be safer at night
• Have a committee in each ward that could meet each month so residents could voice
their concerns then share them with the ward councilor
Goals and Objectives
Attendees also provided feedback on the goals and objectives within the draft framework. The
results of this are presented in the sections below.
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People: To actively engage, inform and create opportunities for people to participate in
community governance and building – making Cambridge a better place to live, work, play and
learn for all.
Community and Social Wellbeing
Goal:
Objectives:
Promote a caring
• Work with partners to create a safe, inclusive and accessible city.
community where
• Support and facilitate community access to health and wellness
people can make strong
services.
connections with others • Deliver accessible, inclusive and age-friendly services, programs,
and lead safe, healthy
and facilities.
lives.
• Promote, facilitate and participate in the development of
affordable, welcoming and vibrant neighbourhoods.
Feedback received:
• More traffic calming zones in residential neighbourhoods
• Post signs asking people to drive safely in residential neighbourhoods
• Provide more affordable housing
• Volunteers and charities give the city character. The City can’t and shouldn’t be trying to
do it all.
Governance and Services
Goal:
Provide progressive,
transparent and
accountable leadership
in local governance and
service delivery.

Objectives:
• Provide a wide range of ways that people can become involved in
city decision making.
• Communicate often with the community and make sure the
messages are clear, timely and delivered in a variety of ways.
• Create a proactive, open and engaging culture of service in every
city department.
• Work collaboratively with other government agencies and
partners to achieve common goals and ensure representation of
community interests.
• Focus on the responsible management of financial resources,
ensuring transparency and accountability.
• Develop a culture of continuous improvement that allows all staff
to contribute to the ongoing renewal of city services and
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programs.
Feedback received:
• Council makes major decisions without input from residents
• Value people’s opinions and suggestions
• Treat as equals – work with people instead of telling them
• Employees listen to and respect people
• Getting information out to people
o City of Cambridge central directory/services yellow pages
• Continuous improvement is good – better services and lower costs
Place: To take care of, celebrate and share the great things in Cambridge that we love and
mean the most to us.
Arts, Culture, Heritage and Architecture
Goal:
Objectives:
Cambridge will promote • Advance arts and culture initiatives through partnerships,
collaboration/coordination and the promotion, communication
a creative environment
and increased awareness of the local creative ecosystem.
that encourages arts,
• Conserve, honour and make innovative contributions to our built
culture, heritage and
values our unique
heritage.
architectural assets.
• Facilitate, support and provide a wide and diverse range of
events and festivals that bring people together to celebrate from
across the city, region and beyond.
Feedback received:
• Fitness and sports should be added to this theme
o Arts and culture is strong. Sports and fitness are not. Add more.
• A lot of missed opportunity to promote heritage. It should involve more than just real
estate designation.
• What a about a museum, monument to founders, etc.
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Environment and Rivers
Goal:
Be good stewards of the
rivers, waterways and
natural environment
that this community
enjoys.

Objectives:
• Continue to focus on the integration sustainability principles in
city decision making and encouraging innovative approaches to
environmental challenges/concerns.
• Work with other partners to educate, communicate and change
behaviours for the protection and improvement of our natural
heritage features/resources.
• Manage city resources in a responsible and sustainable manner,
considering future needs for resiliency and community
adaptation.

Feedback received:
• Replace mature trees with young trees – net 0 carbon
• Do not fix the dam in Preston – allow the river to flow
• Addresses for city parks
Parks and Recreation
Goal:
Facilitate and deliver a
wide range of affordable
and diverse community
recreation
opportunities.

Objectives:
• Work with the community to provide the right mix of recreational
opportunities that meet the needs of a changing and diverse
population.
• Increase community participation in ongoing care of our parks,
natural spaces and environmental areas.
• Develop a strategic approach to programs and services that tie
resources to outcomes.

Feedback received:
• Need addresses for city parks
• Bigger and better central seniors centre
• Change location of the multiplex to the area of the flea market
• Accessibility on trails.
o Can’t get to work
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o Bridges on trails
o Equipment
Prosperity: To support and encourage the growth of a highly competitive local economy where
there is opportunity for everyone to contribute and succeed.
Economic Development (includes Location and Tourism)
Goal:
Objectives:
• Become “the destination” in Waterloo Region for business and
Support and promote a
entrepreneurship by integrating economic development
dynamic, strong and
considerations into city decision making.
innovative local
• Create vibrant downtown cores through encouraging
economy.
partnerships and “placemaking” activities.
• Identify local niches and capitalize/leverage those economic
opportunities through collaboration with institutional and
business partners (including post-secondary institutions and the
new Waterloo Region Economic Development Corporation).
• Develop and communicate a wide range of locations for
business of all sizes.
• Promote the local tourism assets in collaboration with other
agencies and partners.
Feedback received:
• Information centre at mall – city centre, tourism, restaurants
• Souvenirs
Transportation and Infrastructure
Goal:
Objectives:
Maintain and create a
• Find new ways to help people move around the City and Region
highly effective,
without using a car (walking, cycling and transit).
sustainable and
• Work with the Region and other partners to better coordinate
coordinated local
the planning, communication and delivery of infrastructure
infrastructure and
(including transportation) in Cambridge.
transportation network. • Provide leadership in Asset Management to help plan, fund and
maintain city assets in a sustainable, responsible and smart way.
• Continue to improve the accessibility of all built infrastructure in
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Cambridge.
Feedback received:
• Roads not keeping up
• Water and sewers – seven years to address back log is too long
• Very lacking and very needed
• A local advisory committee is needed for the GRT
• Dunfield pedestrian crosswalk light
• Small buses in Hespeler
• GO Train
• Connect Guelph, Cambridge and Brantford – Highway 24
• Develop a community energy investment strategy to keep local money here, provide
stable prices, and to be self-sufficient and resilient
• Cambridge west traffic study
• Infrastructure should be consulted on before decisions are made
• Bus routes need to be revised to increase ridership
• Get GO
• Need a traffic/construction czar
• Need a quick north/south expressway
• Ensure our infrastructure is assessed in terms of adapting to climate change
• Manhole cover damages vehicles
• Walking and bike connections across 401
• Don’t forget 424 highway
Questions and Answers
Following the presentation, attendees were given the opportunity to ask questions of
clarification. These questions are noted below, with responses from the City noted in italics.
The questions have been grouped into similar topic areas and are not listed chronologically.
Engagement
• Are you going to post the Environics survey results on the City’s website? Yes we can.
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•

What has the response rate been for the workshop in a box? The response rate hasn’t
been as great as we had hoped for, but we are extending the opportunity to participate
to mid-November. The workshop in a box has been shared with our advisory committees.
Was the feedback you received from students similar to adults? It was fairly similar, but
there were some differences such as them wanting more recreational and shopping
opportunities.

Process
• Who created the mandate for this process? The idea was initially discussed by the city
manager and the corporate leadership team. Staff presented the proposed process to
the City’s advisory committees for their input, and then it was presented to Council for
their approval.
Transportation
• How does Grand River Transit come into this? They fit into the transportation theme.
The City and Region work on transit and discuss implementation.
• I am concerned that Grand River Transit won’t listen to our comments. Will they? We
work closely with people at GRT and share our findings with them.
• Why is GRT using full-sized buses in Hespeler? Could we be using smaller buses to
reduce fuel costs and wear on the road? The Region is developing a terms of reference
for its Transportation Master Plan update and these types of things will be in the
discussion.
• For the Transportation Master Plan should we not tell the Region to invest in GO service
and not the LRT? We are coordinating with Milton, Mississauga and others to build a
business case and have gotten funding from the Region to support this work.
General
• What is the city’s financial year? January to December.
• When will the bypass be put in place? Unsure, but it is something people have discussed
for a while.
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Comments
Attendees also offered comments about issues that are of importance to them. These
comments have been grouped into similar topic areas and are not listed chronologically.
Transportation
• Instead of promoting commuting to Toronto via GO Transit we should be promoting
working locally.
Engagement
• Great to see this process and to be involved. It helps to solidify living here.
• The idea of a Strategic Plan is good but people may not get involved because they are
not sure if Council will listen.
• My input has been used in planning processes. We need to make sure we get involved
early enough.
Government
• It looks like priorities previously identified in your engagement have included issues
between the Region and the City. We need to get all levels of government working
together.
• Public private partnerships are a great idea.
Recreation
• The multiplex location is not centrally located.
• There was no community involvement in the multiplex location decision. If we had
chosen to redevelop a central brownfield it would be more successful.
• Our current recreational facilities are good. We do not need to close three arenas. And if
we are closing three, then we need more than two ice pads at the new multiplex.
• The location of the multiplex should be central to better showcase the city.
• People will be unable to walk to the proposed multiplex location.
Core Areas
• There is too much focus on downtown Galt. We need to go things that are in the best
interest of the city.
• We are still sprawling in Cambridge. As a society we cannot afford to keep doing this.
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APPENDIX H: PHASE 3 SURVEY RESPONSES
What do you think of the draft vision statement? What do you like? What don't you like? Are
there any changes you'd make?
• I would like to add 'environment'
• The vision statement is nice.
• Cambridge is a place rather than will be
• I think it's a good starting point. It can use an extension like, "and embrace our everchanging culture"
• Sounds like it's about making money but like the people part and opportunity.
• Think you should remove the words "will be"
• There needs to be some component of innovation in the vision statement. To simply
state prosperity, opportunity and couple that with people and heritage is not
emblematic of our community. This community has been innovative since its early
years. Goldie McCulloch, Babcock Wilcox, Toyota, Tiger Brand, CGT, and various other
industries prove that our community is innovative and stable. As the adage goes...
"Innovate or die"...
• Vision statement is good, but there is nothing specific or special.
• I like that it's referencing the citizens and history, but it lacks vision - there's no decisive
goal. Champion of prosperity, forerunner of prosperity, lead the region in etc etc..
• I like the intent. I don't like how it sounds like a potentially false promise. When "will"
this be?? That is very broad. If it were rephrased as "making Cambridge a place..." It
sounds much better. It sounds like now and ongoing-active,,,where "will" could be in
forever and too far away to effect "me"
• I like the idea of prosperity and opportunity
• I like that Cambridge is taking in the people and the communities as well as possible
career possibilities as well as their heritage.
• would like to see something about encompassing the future, planning for new
technology
• I like it, however what is the intention of "will be" how far out is the "will be"? How
many years do we imagine the vision statement will stand?
• What about having a more confident statement like "Cambridge "is" a place of ...
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Would like a include a word about hope or possibilities or the future to encourage that
hope and desire to innovate.
It seems very generic. Is there nothing unique about what we want to be?
Sounds good
Sounds like we are not achieving our vision right now.
The last half seems more reflective on the past. I think the Cambridge's vision should be
more forward thinking.
Hate it - very vague, boring statement
I'd say it doesn't touch upon the reality of what cambridge really promotes. This town
does not provide opportunity. In fact, it's the most expensive place to live and the city
reps & mayor act like they own the place. heck, dougie there even said the new city hall
was 'all his'.
Not many people in the community care about heritage enough to pay $1 to protect it,
it shouldn't be a part of the vision statement
The city does not celebrate Heritage. You are tearing down heritage left and right. I am
seeing heritage destroyed as we speak in my neighborhood to make way for new
buildings.
Perfect.
I think this is good. I like the heritage part. I would like to add in community somewhere
a bit vague, but OK
I wish this spoke more to the future. Focusing on our heritage usually ends up devolving
into a discussion of Galt, Preston and Hespeler.
Celebrate out people is a little odd how do you plan to do that?
Like it
Cambridge already is 'a place of prosperity...' Change the "will be" format. Change
'celebrate' to 'appreciate'. You're starting with a negative tone. Compare to many places
throughout Ontario, Canada and the world we are already a city to be proud of. Let's
just strive to keep that growth continuing.
Too long! I suggest: Cambridge - a place to prosper, where citizens are inspired and
heritage conserved.
Sounds good enough to attract more people and business into the community....
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As a new resident to Cambridge I feel like there is a lot of focus on the past, perhaps
something about the Future could be added.
Celebrating heritage is not forward looking. Prosperity sounds greedy. Here's my
quickie: "Cambridge is a centralized hub, ever-evolving through its ecosystem of
diverse, committed, and creative residents all focused on the common purpose of
building a thriving community." (Being new to Cambridge, I like how central it is to K-W,
Guelph, Brantford, Hamilton, London. Very central.)
I would prefer the vision to be of change to attract new business, technology while
providing a diverse and rich environment to live.
I like it -- prosperity and opportunity -- great. The focus on "heritage" may be limiting
and frankly, "racist" -- OK that might be a strong word...our heritage is white anglos
from Scotland...that is not our future. I would drop the word heritage and celebrate our
people.
I like the statement as is

What do you think of the draft mission statement? What do you like? What don't you like?
Are there any changes you'd make?
• I like it
• I would like to add "in a fiscally responsible manner".
• Like it
• .......with respect, integrity, transparency, public participation and inclusiveness - to
deliver etc
• I like it; it summarizes our aims and values well. I think it should also communicate how
we will listen to our citizens' concerns, ideas and needs and strive to implement the
solutions
• Sounds like a company business plan not a city mission
• Don't like "and service" maybe just remove this and leave "to deliver..."
• That mission statement is great. HOWEVER... that is not how the corporation has been
operating. The secrecy and divisive nature from senior staff at city hall has to be
changed. There is a systemic problem with the top level staff at city hall and the recent
re-organization of the corporation has proved to be an exercise in creating their own
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positions (e.g. moving towards having deputy city managers from the previous structure
where the people who facilitated this re-org moved themselves up within the corporate
structure and presumably up in the pay scale as well) If this mission statement
development will translate into change of behaviour from the top level staff, then it is a
well thought out mission statement. However if there is no or little change, then
perhaps that staff needs to be counselled or terminated. This starts with the CAO and
down.
Working together as a community? Working together as developers and builders ( aka
destructors of heritage and personality)?
Again, I feel like the mission should be more direct. When an employee wonders, 'what
do we do here' the mission should reflect the objective. To take the example of google,
their mission is to 'organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible
and useful.' Maybe a simple reordering: Deliver exceptional and sustainable programs
and services by working together with respect, integrity, and inclusiveness.
Sounds great, I look forward to seeing it demonstrated and carried through
Key word is 'service' as far as a governing body is concerned, glad it's included....the
challenge is to make it happen all the time.
I like the sustainable part.
It's good, just some thoughts; "working together" is that city staff or city staff with the
community? Perhaps specify who "together" is meant to reflect - staff or community
(which includes businesses in our community).
I like it but the word "service" is used twice.
I like it...frankly sustainable is key.
Committed to working together - with respect, integrity, and inclusiveness- to deliver
exceptional and sustainable programs and services.
I don't like the duplicates word "service" especially since they are not referring to the
same thing
Now this I like....wouldn't make any changes
Who are you people? is this the people putting this together or who is the one creating
these statements? i say this as i feel them to be incredibly bland. which is on par to what
cambridge has become.
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The city does not work with its residents
No changes
I like it. No changes.
Good
Sounds like platitudes but I guess that is the purpose here. I'd like something a little
stronger. "To create the infrastructure for a vibrant and growing city"
exceptional is a little over the top since we are in a era of constraints. maybe something
like required....
Like it
I like that.
Too long! I suggest: "Working together for exceptional services and programmes".
Something to aspire to...
Sounds great no changes needed.
Committed to working together creatively and collaboratively to build an exceptional
environment with exceptional opportunities. (I don't like the word sustainable because
it seems like maintenance.)
Blah, blah ,blah. Mission statements mean nothing anymore. Why? Because no one is
held accountable to them.
Great!
Too long. Take out sustainable

Community and Social Wellbeing
1. What do you think of the draft goals and objectives?
2. Can you think of any actions that could be taken to help achieve our goals?
• GOAL: In the first sentance after 'caring' I would like to add 'sustainable'. In OBJECTIVES I
would like to see 'sustainable net zero neighbourhoods', as well as 'reduction in GHG
emissions'. We can't provide 'heathy' neighbourhoods if we continue to increase GHG
pollution.
• Just curious what inclusive and accessible means to the city. It is a very broad
statement. As a person with physical challenges, as a city we have a long way to go.
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Even though i support accessibility, why are we so focused on such a small percentage
of a community - is this happening at another group's detriment? Don't we have a larger
ratio of seniors to focus on or a very new younger demographic who need
programming?
Excellent; please address our issues of poverty, addictions and mental health problems
more aggressively; we need to eradicate the downtown drug and prostitute scene
They are excellent goals. That idea that is with that trailer setup by Sail is a really good
idea (can't remember the name). Make it larger and include all.
Last objective should be expanded, modified to include existing neighbourhoods.
I think that one thing missing from this portion of social well being is security. People
need to feel secure in their community and within the social service.
Why build new developments? Work to improve the ones you have before making new
ones
Is the goal to 'promote' a caring community or to 'foster/create' a caring community?
The first 2 objectives are a little vague, the last 2 are solid.
After school programs for alternative thinking and life skills. Maybe it could be arranged
by students through the high schools and go towards their community hours. It would
encourage ties between students and a range of age groups, teachers could grade the
program.
Appropriate staff will be needed to ensure this happens...staff means money.....or
volunteers.....all focussing on the goal.
Great goals. I would imagine "partners" includes the region of Waterloo as this would be
necessary for success in all areas. Perhaps bi annual town halls to encourage ongoing
input from citizens and continued engagement.
Great. Make changes so that the city is more accessible, i.e. more/better bike lanes.
Protect and maintain green spaces, parks, areas near rivers, trails. Who are the
partners? Create more opportunities and services for young people and seniors. Would
like to see the downtown core (Galt) revived.
Sounds like a good place for senior care and they are good goals. Would like to include
"active" as part of leading healthy lives and greater mention of crating connections
through community.
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I wonder if there isn't some value in acknowledging and accepting the choices people
make (including living on the street) and the desperate need to provide mental health
support in a more robust fashion.
Help promote localized events (street BBQ, block party, ...). Do it at little cost by just
having a guide on how to get the ball rolling, sample invites.
I like them. 2. a bit more advertising of things.
Yes. start by looking into geoengineering and what it is doing to our life support systems
instead of bullying out & arresting good people for trying to warn the public about it
using their own city hall. some weird things going on there, 2 people on record have
mentioned that city hall is not publically owned. it's private. you guys are running out of
time, and on a thin line.
Good
Good
Good
Good
Great goals but with the region delivering health services not sure if you would be able
to deliver on the wellbeing part. Our Ambulance Service is sub par in this city and since
its the responsibility of the region but impacts the health of Cambridge not sure how
you can promise this with only two votes on regional council?.
Clear in mandate
Please... create more than 1 bus route that goes to the hospital. Taking 3 buses to get
there is insane!
Affordable neighbourhoods will become more challenging with the implementation of
the double land transfer tax....this may need to become a priority
Improvements to services available for children , improvements to existing
neighbourhood parks and centres (especially fiddlesticks area)
Everything is Galt centric. Where are these services represented in Preston and
Hespeler
City has a strong important role in the health and safety of the community. In the past,
the City has supported health services directly -- funding capital for the hospital and for
community health centres -- I would encourage that this continues
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Governance and Services
1. What do you think of the draft goals and objectives?
2. Can you think of any actions that could be taken to help achieve our goals?
• No additional thoughts or comments
• This is great
• Sounds excellent; please don't forget about seniors and those that cannot or do not
access social media for their information and interaction with regards to giving their
feedback to the city governance
• Great goals. Don't buy buildings and plan stuff like a useless second library when the
food bank shelves are bare.... So more public input BEFORE
• Some of these sound like we aren't doing them now, which is a problem. "Focus on the
responsible management of financial resources, ensuring transparency and
accountability" Maybe remove "Focus on the". Edmonton seems to do a great job of
openness and communicating. Use more social media and advertise you are using it
(twitter, Instagram, facebook...). Need to be more transparent and get more input into
how the community wants to spend its money.
• If there is to be accountable governance then it needs to start at the top and work its
way down. The leadership staff of this corporation are corrupt and need to be reigned
in. When they deceptively mislead council and pressure them to make decisions with
very little time to review documents and play upon their relative infancy on council they
are acting in a contemptful manner. This is a situation of the age old question, is it the
dog that wags the tail, or is it the tail that wags the dog. Unfortunately this council is not
being able to serve the public by requiring staff to provide the "best" decision for
council to make. Staff are not the ones that have to live with the results that they make.
Once they move on and retire the "legacy" will be here for generations to come. The
staff should be held accountable to the public. Unfortunately council are always the
targets, but the staff need to be the targets if they are recommending that council make
decisions that are not in the best interest of our community. Staff should be elected by
the citizens of this community and held to the same level that council are by their public
that they SERVE! It is about public service afterall...
• This makes sense
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Looks good - I've been really impressed at how helpful and accessible Cambridge
municipal services have been. Archives, transportation, and planning have all been great
to work with.
Developed a strong communication line available to the public, is. Website, where all
ideas could be posted and discussed. Focus on creating more opportunity for local craze
and business.
I see a problem with communication......what plans do you have so that the myriad of
community groups has a say. Realistically this is difficult to do. Like the idea!
Great goals, encourage openness from staff, and perhaps some form of recognition for
suggestions that save money or improve productivity.
Great. I think the City of Cambridge does a good job of communicating with the
community, but not sure that the community is engaged and participates.
Would it be possible to have occasional email polls of a sample of residents who sign up
for them. Sometimes making it possible for residents to contact government may be
less effective because of a number of reasons. If you email a smaller sample of
population instead of waiting for them to contact you, you may get more ideas.
What about efficiency? The unfortunate perception (real or imagined) is that
government is not always a good steward of resources.
Make all budgets fully accessible. Publish all expense reports online.
Again, they are well written. 7
Well, if this actually happened - transparency, responsible financial management - then
ok - but this is not how our mayor and counsellors operate
There is nothing in here about incorporating feedback into decisions. Ie most citizens
don't like the location for the arena, are concerned about the cost of owning another
library and refurbishing another expensive heritage structure, are concerned about the
cost of building another bridge in Galt when there are 2 other bridges less than a5
minute walk. Council makes decisions, communicates them and barges on ahead
despite any concerns from voters.
No
Good
Find new way to reach out to citizen and keep them informed. Written word it not
reaching everyone.
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Good
Good. More publication of what the City is spending our money on. For example, how
much goes to servicing pensions for past employees?
Lofty goals, sometimes hard to achieve
Good
Invite Regional Councillors to City Council meetings and vice-versa. Inter-connect the 2
Councils for better understanding and communication. Either reduce the # of Regional
Councillors from the Townships or increase the number from the 3 cities. Those
Townships now hold too much power in their hands and that has stymied a lot of
growth.
I believe this is being done very well already and should continue.....
I do really believe in social media. This form of asking for input as I received on Facebook
will be a broader reach and drive interaction.
Good stuff
Sounds good

Arts, Culture, Heritage & Architecture
1. What do you think of the draft goals and objectives?
2. Can you think of any actions that could be taken to help achieve our goals?
• We also have to built green, sustainable buildings with no impact on environment and
future generations.
• No additional thoughts or comments
• This is excellent in Cambridge. Perhaps engage younger audience with organized graffiti
challenges to beautify downtown sore spots. Engage the new generation!
• It sounds like a recap of what's been happening for years already; let's get MORE
creative (more wall/building paintings, more buskers, etc)
• Great goals. Don't let it ALL be in Galt! Have minimal cost lessons for all ages.
• Not sure what the second objective means.
• The arts and culture are alive and well in this community. Look only to the Dunfield
theatre, mayors celebration of the arts, multicultural festivals at Riverside Park, Maker
expos, etc... There does need to be a focus on ensuring that the youth are encouraged
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to develop this asset. If there is no legacy there will be no future. This does need to be
reflected in the goals and objectives.
This is something very needed in this area. Take the city of Dundas; they have a fantastic
and thriving heritage culture that protects them from overdevelopment of buildings and
under-development of people
Don't really understand the intent of the first objective. The others look good. We need
to draw people into the city to appreciate what Cambridge has to offer, especially in
downtown Galt and Hespeler.
Maybe just boosting the awareness/advertising. (In high schools, business places,
Cambridge Center, nursing home). Supporting and encouraging young talent...example,
coffee house, where students could gather, partner with cafes all over…local
independents and Starbucks\Williams...make a middle man to pitch ideas, organize and
make arrangement…could be a great job opportunity and bring people together...bring
in community boards...where pole can post events, gathering, ads...
I'm not sure if this is the place to mention this, but I would love to see a pride in
streets....that is, no weeds pocking thru the cracks, more gardens being created in areas
that are run down. Could we have 'best garden' awards to create pride in our immediate
environment? There are beautiful heritage sites that need that extra tender care applied
to them. But also our everyday home too!
Think this should be on the bottom of the list. We have our Little Theatre, Cambridge
arts center and the Dunfield. Spend some money on jobs, roads, and healthcare instead.
Great goal and objectives
Excellent. I think the City and the Community supports and promotes arts, heritage and
architecture well.
Like the goals. Invite select musicians to play in Cambridge Centre (chamber orchestra,
soloists, and acoustics) and let people know in advance.
The architecture of Cambridge should be the foundation upon which we build.
Least important to me. No changes.
This could work, but there would need to be available funding for arts.
This goal and objective has been used to excess by our mayor and counsellors - really,
it's a bunch of crap
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Should be removed entirely
Sounds good
Like it
I don't like word conserve, I prefer preserve. Commit to providing programs and
incentives to preserving our built heritage. Also, promote Cambridge, especially
Hespeler, to film industry. There is large potential there. In turn I think that Hespeler
downtown should be considered for a Heritage Conservation District, in order to
maintain the streetscape and community feel.
Good
Good but don't define heritage as downtown Galt please.
good goals, yet arts general come with a price tag every budget cycle
Reasonable
Protect that heritage, yes, but do not spend lots of $$$ trying to create something new.
Allow businesses to do that. Spend our tax $ elsewhere.
A fantastic job is being done in this area....theatres, art gardens, heritage sites, festivals,
Great start with the festivals, perhaps a little more budget for festivals
More effort to recognize youth, popular art and culture. Street art (not graffiti), popular
dance , music etc.
Use of riverbank as a venue for events

Environment and Rivers
1. What do you think of the draft goals and objectives?
2. Can you think of any actions that could be taken to help achieve our goals?
• This is great!!!
• Sometimes initiatives move too slow. Promote events on the river's edge.
Artists/photographers focused events on the lower level may attract pedestrians.
• Create a "brown field" fund for the sole use of cleaning up brown fields on city property.
• I don't think the draft goals and objectives are specific enough; please quantify
• It's not about natural heritage it's about going for was the better environmental
decisions. Have a look at the city hall LEED building's operating costs or the Galt glass
library's. From what i see the city has never taken in future sustainability.
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Need to simplify. The first objective is a mouth full and I'm not sure I understand what
the objective is. Also the last have of the last objective, what does this really mean.
Preservation of our NON-RENEWABLE resource needs to be put on the top of priorities.
Talking about rivers and waterways is only one piece of the puzzle. Our source
groundwater protection needs to be prioritized and included in the goals and objectives.
With council and staff planning to develop the west side master plan where the
Cruickston Park Headwaters is at risk this is a shame. Development in that area where
the groundwater regeneration takes place needs to be curbed. We all need
groundwater for our drinking and to not consider this in a goal or objective is a
dereliction of the obligation bestowed to council to protect and serve our community.
Resiliency!!!
Cleaning up the Grand would be amazing - although I imagine a lot of it comes from
upstream as well. I'm not sure how the 3rd point works into the environment, it's a little
ambiguous.
Create educational events that could be field trips....we all know it starts with the
kids…example, water preservation...street could be blocked for a rotary event where
kids go to stations learning the history of our river, architecture, water filtration
preservation, city time capsule etc..
All acceptable and very necessary goals. Maybe to become more aware of what global
warming is doing to our own immediate environment.
We are very fortunate to have rare ecological reserve located in Cambridge, this is a
partner that can help with the education part of the statements above. For those less
fortunate that may not have a car, they may not be enjoying some of our lovely trails
and access to these treasures. Perhaps twice a year have free transportation (donated
or financed through sponsorship?) to take those without transportation for an outing to
rare or other parks and trails found in Cambridge. Education will help protection.
Great. Being very new to Cambridge, I feel that what draws me here is the abundance
of green space, trails, rivers and parks and would love to see emphasis on promoting,
protecting and improving these features and managing them sustainably.
Good goals. Replace use of road salt with sand/gravel. Use more of the speed river bank
for park-like land to get families more involved in the rivers. Highlight access to the
confluence of the rivers.
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I think we should emphasize long-term thinking here. I believe our goal should be to be
able to drink out of our rivers and streams.
Should be an objective to work with Neighbouring communities. We can't do this one
alone!
The disappointing part of this community is that, other than trails, there is little
consideration of the river. Only a couple of restaurants and Riverside park have any sort
of reasonable access. While a natural river in some locations is good, better access for
those of us that don't walk the trails would be nice
Ok
Stop arresting people who are warning the public about geoengineering or face class
action law suit court. The aluminum, barium and strontium, among other components
dispersed into our atmosphere via geoengineering, threatening our rivers and life
support systems. Meanwhile, Cambridge decides to arrest me over and over again while
we are getting sicker every year. 8 years now, the City of Cambridge administration will
be held accountable for every death, sickness and threat to our way of life due to the
assault of hushed illegal geoengineering operations. As a side note, this plan here is
pathetic. This town has harbored was too much old boys mentality and we're not
putting up with anymore. You watch. It's coming fast.
Again. I just witnessed about 50 large mature trees go through a chipper in my
neighbourhood. This sounds like lip service to me.
Good
Good
Good
Good
Great
Like
"good stewards", excellent. Just remember the "responsible and sustainable" portion of
that statement. Don't get carried-away
GRCA....need I say more...they have more say than God himself
"Education of public about sensitive areas and species in our areas
More walking trails"
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Yes, when we phone to say city storm water is flowing onto our property, commit to
retraining the water to the creek as it should. Follow through.
Our beautiful conservation must remain a top priority. I would like to see more of a
path on the river in Hespeler
Really important to do
Encourage groups ( scouts, girl guides, etc) to do river clean up

Parks and Recreation
1. What do you think of the draft goals and objectives?
2. Can you think of any actions that could be taken to help achieve our goals?
• No additional thoughts or comments
• Like it
• Develop a funding model of user pay fees that reflect the "real cost" of maintaining
recreational facilities.
• Sounds great; keep it up!
• Good goals. Make sure you listen when parents tell you what to s needed in a new
complex.
• Third needs to be simplified. Recently saw where a city took homeless people, gave
them a job for 5.5 hours to clean parks/city, then gave them a meal and access to
resources that could help them, maybe Cambridge could do something like this.
• The "golden handshake" that went on behind closed doors prior to the sports multiplex
has to be undone, how can the public trust without this transparency. With council only
having the preliminary report etc... a mere hours before they voted to accept and
approve the document is dishonest and deceptive. The CAO and senior staff should be
held accountable for their role with this "agreement". Of note by one councillor "if I am
around after the next election..." you only need to look to the city of Waterloo and RIM
park fiasco. All of those councillors were not re-elected, and as such they should not
have been. The same needs to happen at city hall for their involvement. This community
needs to have the existing facilities torn down and rebuilt. As one regional councillor is
on the record stating "we only need to look to North Dumfries..." a smaller municipality
that built a single surface community centre for about $15 Million. If the 3 aged
facilities being slated to be moth balled were to be re-built on the same land the cost
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could be about $45-60 Million. And one could even be twinned to meet the
recommendations from the community. This senseless drive to Doon, North Dumfries
needs to be arrested. This is a waste of money, and will not serve the greater good of
the community. Not to mention the 50yr lease is a joke. The facilities this city is looking
at moth balling are 50yrs old and have reached their end of life. The same will hold true
for this multiplex and it is unconscionable for staff and council to enter into this
agreement.
Make people more aware of what we have. Ie Dumfries Conservation Area
This is perfect - concise, direct, and with vision. Cambridge is pretty amazing when it
comes to parks and rec - really proactive.
Organize events, camping, survival skills, movies nights in the park, have your own picnic
night and join us around the campfire for smores...put an ad in the paper...make
Cambridge a Finn instagram account "things to do with your kids"
Excellent. Maybe this isn't the place to mention this, but what services or programs does
Cambridge have for adolescents? Can we tie the dreams of these young vibrant people
to the future of this city. They are after all the future!
Great goals and objectives.
Great. Cambridge does an excellent job at promoting and supporting recreational
activities and providing programs and services.
I think about the trails in this category - they are great and on a good day really popular.
Providing those kinds the of facilities where they are both park like but also a means of
moving about the city makes me think of increasing that kind of natural and practical
park use.
I agree.
I think if you're going to ask the community, you should actually listen. So many have
doubts about sharing rec space with Conestoga College instead of Cambridge having our
own centre, and also the quality of the space for future need and competition.
Competition brings commerce!
Ok
I think spending a ridiculous amount of money for a hockey arena is not right. As our
community becomes more diverse then i agree that diversity of support for varying type
of recreational opportunities is appropriate
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Well, if we are trying to meet the needs of our changing and diverse population - then
that would be terrific - but really, who are they fooling
www.geoengineeringwatch.org
Would tiring resources to outcomes in the last bullet point include not having an arena
built on the far end of Kitchener and have it somewhat closer to residents in
Cambridge?
This sounds wonderful. Can the city deliver?
Good
Help create more community events in local parks.
Good
Good. I'd like to see more partnership with business in this area.
Yes
Like
"Work with the community..." are the key words here. That was not done with this new
Recreation Centre being built at Conestoga College.
Hockey, hockey, hockey.....
Yes, develop the area around the Maple Grove Dog park where the pond reservoirs are
by putting paths in, and take the bridge that is not being used at the Mill Pond site and
put it over the boulders that join the ponds and somehow tie the ponds together so a
dog walker can walk a complete circle. (Make it like McClelland Park, Kitchener)
See previous
Very important to contribute to good health
Goals are good

Economic Development
1. What do you think of the draft goals and objectives?
2. Can you think of any actions that could be taken to help achieve our goals?
• Having a small storefront police presence in the downtown cores should make it feel
safer for people. Most shops are not open late for the convenience or the working
public.
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Do more to retain business and develop the downtowns to me more current - add some
classy night life other than the theatre or get other groups to do concerts. how about
having some events that are for 40-50 year olds rather than 55+ or toddler ages
I'm not sure it's working - have you looked at the turn-over of downtown businesses in
all the 3 cores?
Good
Again I think some of these need to be simplified. Use social media to tell good
Cambridge stories, businesses, arts, resources etc. also advertisements (ads in other city
transit, newpaper, TV...)
There should be an element of focus on innovation. Given the region being heralded as
a technology hub and the "silicon valley north" we need to focus some attention on
encouraging and fostering innovative ideas and businesses.
Create awareness of local options
Ok - objective 1 would make a great mission statement ;) Clear ambitious goal for
everyone to work towards. This is the best developed section.
I think...good luck!! Cambridge seems to be the place where small businesses go to DIE!
Sadly. Until we can limit the big companies, lower rent, or change the laws, like the ones
that stand for local breweries? Good luck
Maybe a technology hub......or a futuristic hub where the so called 'nerds' of our schools
have a chance to develop and explore in a safe environment, ideas that will benefit our
region, our country and the world. We also need apprenticeship workshops for those
who are manually inclined. How do we keep the young ones, how do we attract those
from other areas. What entrepreneurial workshops can be further developed to
encourage and challenge those that are inclined this way.
Think this objective should be number one with transportation infrastructure being
number 2.
All very important statements. Once again town halls or other means to welcome input
from the community are options here. These are very important for Cambridge's
ongoing success and to create and sustain jobs. Could each of these areas (in the strat
plan) have their own volunteer community board of advisors perhaps?
I think there is much to do to become the "destination". The Cambridge Centre Mall is
dying with very little mainstream businesses there. Same for downtown core in Galt.
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Would love to see these both revitalized, refreshed and updated. Not sure how to
attract new businesses or keep current ones though.
Define what people want each of the cores to be. Having them all try to be the same
thing means I don't need to go to another. But if they specialize then I might want to go
to another to take advantage of its unique characteristics.
Excellent.
I don't think #1 is realistic - too broad of a statement. Maybe pickoff a subset of the
businesses that we should focus on. Maybe "the destination" for arts and
entertainment in the region.
Sounds good
Grow food, build hobbit homes (I am trained in making them) and promote small
business, not chain stores. Cambridge does not need suits in city hall raking for ways to
make money on the high end with the things they do. Who gets the money when a film
crew comes to town and shuts half of down town off? Who wins at the top when
Drayton has bus load after bus load of theatre people from out of town? Do the people
of Galt, Preston or Hespeler gain? No. The corporation of the City of Cambridge does.
We should be watching Mr. Craig very closely and bringing notice to the investments he
makes from stealing from the public purse.
By becoming "the destination" would it be much smarter to build the arena away from
Kitchener, especially the built up part of Kitchener, BC if there is any economic spin off
there are no restaurants or hotels in Cambridge close to that location and several that
are in Kitchener. Any Conestoga student of they need something quickly drive to
Kitchener, not Cambridge. It is a poor choice of location.
Important
Good
I like the idea of place making. Encourage promotion and use of current building stock,
over creating new.
Good
I think Cambridge has spent 40 years talking about "downtown cores" and missed the
boat entirely. The only way to ever have a downtown is to create one at 401 & Hespeler
Road, where most of the action is. The 3 "cores" could become vibrant neighbourhoods
of a larger city but on their own are always doomed to fail as the "core" of a city.
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Need to work better with our other City's KW to attract business and tourism should not
be working in silos on this need to bring together a better unified position
Like
Become 'the destination' in the Province of Ontario, not just Waterloo Region. We
straddle the 401, market that asset to all parties anywhere in the world.
Destination businesses need to be set up in the downtown core ...Willow House is
great..Cafe 13 and the mill..theatre..it's getting there...
"Model on Waterloos uptown area
Incentive for business to move downtown
Less focus on seedy businesses such as massage parlours and money marts"
I don't care to be tourist destination, I mean come on what do we have that every other
community doesn't. However I agree as we are sitting right next door to the Silicon
Valley of Canada we are Not doing enough to attract businesses in this area

Transportation and Infrastructure
1. What do you think of the draft goals and objectives?
2. Can you think of any actions that could be taken to help achieve our goals?
• Walking is the best way for people's health.
• This is exciting to see!! Love the trails. More sidewalks/walking trails are needed in this
city.
• Public transport is a disgrace. Smaller buses will be able to do more routes. Be creative
and forget trains locally. Work faster on getting transportation to and from Toronto MAKE IT MORE AFFORDABLE. It is really expensive
• Create more dedicated bike lanes to help people choose to move around the city
without using a car.
• This is a great set of goals and objectives BUT--SO much needs to be done in this area!
City of Cambridge needs to collaborate more with the Region on these issues...GRT in
Cambridge does not serve us well...we don't want traffic circles and roundabouts...the
people have spoken on these issues and so far not much change
• Great but what's the difference if Waterloo region can do whatever they want? Franklin
roundabouts?
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No where in this goal or objective do we talk about how to facilitate people travelling
with cars. Individuals regardless of how good the transit system is will use cars. We
shouldn't have transports going through core areas. Also no mention about: fixing
roads, bypasses, sewer systems, water delivery, hydro.....
The city should work on making the trail network more streamlined and connected. The
fractured and piece meal trail network should be better woven before it is expanded
beyond what already exists. The objective and goals need to also consider that there will
be new types of recreation and transportation and will need to be able to adapt.
Do it without harming the city's character
Cycling infrastructure is definitely something that we're falling behind on compared to
the region. Multi-use paths don't really cut it - walkers and runners are upset by bicycle
commuters that move at a higher rate of speed.
24 hr /late or bus line from one end to the other end of town? n-s, e-w. Create a larger
window or wait time at Cambridge center to transfer. Otter a bus is behind only a
minute or so and the passenger will have to wait a half hour for the next bus, grt could
improve that. Lanes painted for bikes and long boarders. Save money by focusing on
making grt functional rather than "pretty/esthetically appealing. Ex. We don't need
fancy shelter, better three basic than 1 fancy. Consider future goal, build go train to
Kitchener for commuters to Toronto. Also encourage alternative/secondary stop to
greyhound. Its as though the ppl providing these service lack basic logic and have clearly
never used the services. A stop on hespeler...as the greyhound location forces many to
back track. One is lucky enough to catch a bus on hespeler rd.
Great goals......all require an endless bucket of money.......but these are much needed.
Not so sure you can replace the convenience of a car......especially with the winters
here. Maybe summer time but certainly not in the winter.
Will have to plan well for ways for people to get to work without cars. right now most
jobs are on the outskirts of towns with little service to take people there ,so a car is a
must. Our weather is not conducive to much in the way of walking or bicycling in the
winter.
Please refer to response above.
I think this is great - just needs follow through. Transit options are minimal and not very
reliable or quick. Need to look at how to get around fast and easy and provide more
transit options to encourage people to use other means of transportation rather than
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cars. Would suggest more/better bike lanes, better planning with regard to summer
construction/road closures and focus on environment.
Good goals. Involve people in active transportation like cycling. Find a way to better
integrate the subdivisions into the network so they are not ... Subdivided. Find a way to
get over or under the 401 so people are not risking the heavily travelled bridges. The
kids loved the path under the 401 along Mill Run trail. More ideas like that.
Agree.
Add "Minimize route interruptions through coordinated planning".
We need a bit higher poke this viable population density to make this viable
Well, we got sucked in by the region - into a transit program that will cost us $$$$ for a
service that really won't benefit Cambridge residents
More bicycle friendly initiatives need to be implemented. Work with local bicycle shops
& public for input. Bring back the fact that when good government is in, the public purse
takes care of the main needs, but also grows in the way that frees the people more. if
everyone in the city does not benefit from their labour when prices get higher, then that
is a clear sign when people do not look at this banking system for what it truly is, the
criminals can all the more loot from it. Right?
Important
Good
Good.
Good
You can't escape the car issue and it's ludicrous to think that your first goal should be to
find "new ways". What you should focus on is learning how to put right turn lanes,
centre turn lanes and other traffic facilitating elements in place. This is a miserable city
to drive a car in and if that was your goal for the last 20+ years, you have succeeded. Do
you want a goal, finish putting Canamera across the Grand River so maybe someone
from the east side can actually get to the Hospital?
Great ideas
Like
Under Goal, eliminate "maintain", please. We need to create that first. Can we have
better representation within the GRT and LRT management? The Region does not
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understand our city at all. You need to educate the Region first, then you can discuss
strategies.
All great words, problem is you don't walk the talk. The city is not easy to deal with and
you don't listen to suggestions and public input
Make better use of our existing infrastructure. Maintain existing sidewalks and trees
(green infrastructure).
I like the roundabouts....even on Franklin Rd. ...the city bus service is lacking but the
express we use every weekday
The bus system needs to be seriously looked at, it's very inconvenient to travel by bus
due to length of time it takes to get anywhere in the region
Yes, the Chilligo, Beaverdale people have never had bus service although they are within
city property. Bus service should also extend down Maple Grove to Sportsworld. I see
people ride bikes and walk in the dark to get to their factory jobs on Maple Grove. And,
create a new thoroughfare north of Maple Grove for the traffic. Never thought the
house I bought would be on what is sometimes the 401 as traffic is often diverted from
401 onto Maple Grove past our house. We get no compensation for the vibrations
(especially trucks), noise, and all the dust and pollution we have to deal with.
We need to really push for this. I am very disappointed that within the kW area we are
an afterthought when it comes to joint transportation. Also we have No safe walk way
from Hespeler over 401.
Need to focus on 2 way GO to Milton
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APPENDIX I: WORKSHOP IN A BOX RESPONSES
Community Strategic Planning Workshop:
Cambridge Connected: Our Voice, Our Vision
Facilitated by: West Galt Neighborhood Protection Association
Outcomes of September 30th Meeting
The group was divided into three equal groups of three people with the tenth person being the
facilitator for the evening.
Each of the three groups identified the exact same three top priorities (of the seven) which
were (in order of importance):
1. Services, Transportation, and Infrastructure
2. Economic Development
3. Environment
The following will outline three key priorities/ideas as it relates to the main theme and also
suggestions/actions for how to support or achieve these objectives.
1. Services, Transportation, and Infrastructure
Three Key Priorities:
• Roads (capacity), traffic, bike lanes and notably, a Truck BY-PASS—not just eastern but
also a Western By-Pass. Reduce traffic grid-lock.
• Public Transportation
• Residential Development (capacity) and Infrastructure keeping with Heritage
Potential Actions:
• GO-TRAIN!!!
• Better planning involving the community
• Public forums that result in meaningful engagement and put pressure on government
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Encourage active transportation ie. Bike lanes, bike sharing
Responsible urban densification
Traffic control
Car-pooling or bus lanes
Car-pooling matching service
Tougher rules on developers regarding density (cars per home etc.)
Bus stops that are recessed
New arterial roads
By-pass east AND west
4th Bridge in Galt Core (not the one for Myers Rd in 2029).

2. Economic Development
Three Key Priorities:
• Incentives for Core Area business development
• Beautify river fronts (walking trails, boat launches), Festivals (buskers)
• Galt as the Civic Centre—Historic, while celebrating the boroughs
Potential Actions:
• Tax-Breaks for small businesses
• Still dealing with manufacturing ‘hang-over’
• Traffic re-route to reduce truck traffic near core business area
• We need to ‘brand’ Cambridge—market it better (“Historic Cambridge”)
• Start a university
• Celebrate the three boroughs and integrate while not being Galt-centric but still having
the civic centre known to be in downtown Galt.
• Separating from the Region of Waterloo will accomplish this difficult goal. We can
purchase services from the Region.
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3. Environment
Three Key Priorities:
• Green space(s) (Farmland, wetlands, conservation lands)
• GRCA Watershed (Well heads project)
• Waste Management and Grand River pollution
Potential Actions:
• Be a leader, brand Cambridge as an environmental exemplar in terms of unique and
sustainable/responsible planning—demand this specific kind of planning from all future
developments.
• Planned growth and strategic development
• Sustainable/responsible sewage treatment and road salt management
• No bio-plant in Cambridge
• Clean-up Grand River pollution
• Education
• Enforcement of existing regulations/designations (ie. The master plan for density, for
heritage, for bike lanes, etc.)
• Accommodations for Green Vehicles/Bicycles (Charging stations, bike lanes, special
parking, e-bike accommodations)
Cambridge Connected: Our Voice, Our Vision
Workshop in a Box - Economic Development Advisory Committee
October 7, 2015
Discussion – Top 3 Themes
• Government
• Services, Transportation and Infrastructure
• Economic Development
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1. Government
What needs to be done to support this theme?
• Stronger voice at Regional Council / Committees (possibly more people / more
representation for Cambridge at Regional Council)
• More partnerships
• Align decision-making between levels of government
• Strategic Plan alignment with Regional Strat Plan
• Regional Councilors should also be City Councilors
• Local planning decisions
• Communication with the Province (eg GO Train)
• Integrated Plans and Initiatives, and Integrated Implementation
• Internal communications of programs
What actions would help achieve these objectives?
• Review levels of representation at Regional Council
• Regular presentations from the City (staff, council) at Regional council
• Rotate the Regional Chair among representatives from each city / municipality
• Better communications between City and Regional staff
• BIAs should meet with EDAC
• All levels of government jointly support Cambridge growth and development
2. Services, Transportation and Infrastructure
What needs to be done to support this theme?
• GO Train
• Bypass
• GRT routing improvements
• Maintain quality of utilities / infrastructure
• Expand services
• Intensification to reduce cost of new services
• Improve treatment plant at Myers / Water
• Traffic flow and signals improvements
• Emergency services access signal priority
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What actions would help achieve these objectives?
• Bring it, Build it, Fix it
• Inventory of scalable services, capacity for expansion
3. Economic Development
What needs to be done to support this theme
• Incubate small business/manufacturers
• Continue streamlining planning and development
• More resources for Ec Dev department
• R&D for manufacturing
• Brownfields Redevelopment
• Promotion of the City of Cambridge
What actions would help achieve these objectives?
• Identify opportunities for R&D, build a hub and collaborate
• Quantify and evaluate available brownfields
• Host a trade show
• Compile all financial incentives from all levels of government and promote
• Add signs on Highway 401 in all directions to direct to Cambridge

Cambridge Connected: Our Voice, Our Vision
Workshop in a Box - Accessibility Advisory Committee
September 23, 205
Discussion – Top 3 Themes
• Government
• Environment and Rivers
• Services, Transportation and Infrastructure
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1. Government
What needs to be done to support this theme?
• Improved public engagement City-wide
• Communications Strategy and Improved Clarity
• Awareness of AODA Requirements
• Regional Collaboration
• Openness and Transparency
• Equitable Resource Distribution
What actions would help to achieve these objectives?
• Simplified communications, in lay-person’s terms
• Improved Council orientation and education
• Active vs passive communication channels (go out to the public rather than just post in
the paper)
2. Environment and Rivers
What needs to be done to support this theme?
• Improved accessibility to natural areas
• More trails for all, connected
• Preservation of rivers
• Improved signage, wayfinding and trailheads
• More trees
• Active and Passive natural areas made accessible
• Accessible river walks
• Connect the City with trails
• Review the fee structure for conservation areas (fees may be a barrier)
3. Services, Transportation and Infrastructure
What needs to be done to support this theme?
• Call centre on weekends
• Influence on Regional decision-making
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•
•
•
•
•

Improved communication for service disruptions (include sidewalk and trail disruptions
as well as roadway)
Improved transit
Education for transit and para-transit (taxicabs etc) operators around accessibility
City Information / Storefronts across the City, not just at City Hall
Incorporate Accessibility into City policies and implementation
Continuity of services across the City

Cambridge Connected: Our Voice, Our Vision
Workshop in a Box- Arts and Culture Advisory Committee
November 12, 2015
Discussion – Top 3 Themes
• Arts, Culture, Tourism, Heritage and Architecture
• Community and Well-Being
• Economic Development and Location
What are some key actions that would help support these theme areas?
1. Arts, Culture, Tourism, Heritage, Architecture
• Implement the Arts and Culture Master Plan
• Provide more financial support
• Develop a cohesive, comprehensive approach
• Focus on Promotion and Publicity
• Enhance public art programs
• Create a permanent staff position for Arts and Culture
• Sports tourism
• Convention tourism
• Engage the public
• Multiculturalism focus
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2. Community and Well-Being
• Develop medical facilities
• Attract medical professionals and specialists
• Develop mental health facilities
• Age friendly community
• Accessible community
• Resources for new arrivals
• Quality design of public spaces / parks / transportation
• Policies to support affordable housing
• Support for charities and volunteerism
• Recreational opportunities and facilities
• Accessible recreation (cost, design)
3. Economic Development and Location
• Investment from all levels of government
• “Green” development
• Better promotion and use of location
• Support Ec Dev strategies with actions and resources
• Flexibility in plans, zoning etc
• Accept different scales of proposal
• Take opportunities from other levels of government
• Develop a strategic approach to forward-thinking, sustainable industries
• Arts and Culture development brings economic development
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APPENDIX J: PARTICIPATION DISTRIBUTION
Below is a map of the geographic distribution of a sample of 505 participant postal codes and
the wards in which they fall. These postal codes were collected during the various engagement
activities that took place as part of the Cambridge Connected Strategic Plan over the course of
2015.
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